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Summer Fun Celebration
.
planned for Bel-Air Center for AMA Nationals -

,

. BP&W Club seeking
. career woman nominees .

,

Seserntory on page 14
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News In Brief

, i i,

Murray makes high marks

Local Jail-A-Thon nets $3,300
during first day of fund-raiser

:.

•

Main Street team
final report
.

•

-...;;

_

vow -

•

.

A total of $3,300 was raised during the first' day of & local •
American Cancer Society fund-raising Jail-A-Thon,- according
to a group spokesperson.
The event, scheduled to continue throughout today and Friday,
Issues warrants for the arrest of local individuals who are "apprehended" and taken to a simulated jail set up in the Wal-Mart
lobby.:The persons arrested are then allowed to make phone calls
soliciting 'contributions to the ACS to secure- their release.
Martha Broach, who is chairing the Jail-.A.-Thon said residents
may make donations by calling 753-0069.

25 CENTS

.

•

xs•
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By MELINDA WIGGI
' Murray's diversity in its in
terests, though not necessarily a _
Staff Writer
The final written report is In- bad trait, is why the community
from Murray's Main Street
fails to operate as a cohesive
Resource Team who came to . unif..,
•-•,
•
Murray last April to study the
Murrit-Ks . image, said the
city's development potential.
evaluation>is perceived as the
..
- Orgarined -by-the- -KentuckyMSU campus ft urged the cornHeritage Council; they came at . m unity to reIstlzize the
the behest of the Murray Corndowntown as the h
t of the
munity Improvement
city.
NEW YORK (AP)- Coca-Cola Co.'s decision to bring back its
Volunteers.
"An All-American City" i
.
e
old formula as '!Coca-Cola Classic" alongside its new soft drink
In four intense days of tours
image suggested by the team as
likely will be a success, but the challenge will be convincing conand 150 interviews, team
a way to capitalize on Murray as
sumers they're both the real thing, analysts say.
members looked at Murray's in
smalltown America and a
•
, The Atlantahased company announced Wednesday it was brfrastructure, local governmen-'
,Showcase of America as it used
•
iziging back the old, familiar Coke just 2% months after it
- its' . tat" procedures downtciwn
to be.
declared with Much fanfare that it was improving the taste of
-.
. „
.
t
transportation-.u
Citing the great• potential
systems.
flagship brand.
•
.,
economic
for
development
tourism
issues
created
by
the
new
But not everyone approved of the change in the 99-year-old for,
and MSU-Murray relations.
Boy Scout museum, the team
mula for Coke. Complaints from loyal fans received considerable
They
analyzed
sugmade
_
and
said
the
"issue
now
should be
publicfty, and Coca-Cola says it has gotten 1,500 calls a day about
gestlons for organization,
how Murray could be made into
the new Coke.
•
.
...
•
d e sign,
p ro motion,
a destination
an d
stop rather than
a
"It's' certainly going to pose -an interesting ma
rk
et
in
g.
_
economic restructuring. - place where tourists
ri
come, see
challenge to pdsiuon two pro-diictslhat are very similar side by
.1
Impressed with progress
the museum and then leave."
4,-"r.
,
side," said Charles Crane, an advertising agency analyst with
'
- ..
already made in Murray,- the
A link with Land Between the
* Oppenheimer & Co. in New York.
.
- group had few negative corn.
Lakes and Kentucky Lake, em_--- .
"It's going to be an interesting thing to watch in terms of their
.,
ments to make.
phasizing availability of nearby .,,
s- brand name, whether it will reinforce their Coca Colaname or
One of the few criticisms
overnight lodging, could '
dilute it. Only time will tell. It's a risk any company takes when it
s.
,
made by the team was Murray's
highlight Murray to travelers.
p
•
undertakes a product line extension," he said.
ts.,
ip
40
.
'A.
lack
of
unity.
Other
They
ideas
noted
to
that
promote
a
"I think it's a good decision. It will appease," paid Hugh
.
,'N.
.:
"Murray
are
'
,̀ .., '
IrlIZ
,,
_
. American style"
•7VT....
Zurkuhlen, a beverage industry analyst with Saibmon Brothers
..
•,businesses that cater to young
,A,
Inc. in New York.
...
..
-"*..le.1.4441.,
.'
.
families such as good'
,
.". .."1„...•
"Everyone wins," said comPahy spokesman Tom Gray."Over
...
••
1
restaurants
that
•
„
,
welcome .
,*, •
40 million consumers every day in the United States enjoy Coca,
•;;;" . weir
••••••., .
children, and toy aid. sporting
Cola but thousands of dedicated Coca-Cola consumers have told
'''',',..
.4'
,
'.
1
...4,
.
-. tg
goods stores.
,
us they still want the original taste as an option. We have listened
.A coordinated effort to attract
'
and we are taking action to satisfy their request."
.t.
a
organized bus tours, used
Coca-Cola Classic will be available in 'some markets" within
-.
.. .
especially by senior citizens,
..several weeks, Gray said. •
-4,
might
include
a
Popcorn
.
At•it
.
AO
Predictably, competitors were not kind about the latest
...
.
Festival here at the popcorn
ot.'••••
.,,-•
-.
.
•
announcement.
•
,
,t_•s.,,p•..
Nt
.
.
,_• r.,capital of the world.
-,
Ken Ross, a spokesman for Pepsi-Cola, said, "We're not surf
Murray's historic architec4.• ,1
•
.,I.
(
0•*..'
prised. Very obviously people across the country do not like this
ture is a central attraction that
t•
1 new I Coke."
could be improved, keeping
Staff photo by David Tack
Royal Crown Cola Co. executive vice president James Haroriginal window types,
ralion issued a statement in Chicago saying, "The action will
signboards, canvas awnings,
confuse and frustrate consumers, who will be anxious to try a
recessed shop entries and
new brand entirely."
The berries are gone. but Howell Clark still has to keep the weeds
removing aluminum siding. -,
from overtaking his strawberry field. Clark hoed the patch on
V/ Cl/ r's I Y P11 Llk VsLI
Locust Grove Church Road Wednesday evening.
1rant'd nn Fill VP 2)
1.2./10G VVAIGI
•
By The Asaactaied Frees
MEXICO CITY - Mexico has reduced the price of its crude oil
by as much as $1.24 a barrel, and announces a new pH-6111-k
•
•
system that discriminates among geographical areas. The reductions come in the wake of OPEC's reported failure to agree on a
. .
system for propping up worm on prices.
•
•
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) WASHINGTON 1- Congressional negotiators are trying to
sone, D-Leztington; Caroline
to the Appropriations and
Seventeen members voted for
Committe
piece together a budget plan Ina! achieveS_at leapt $ 1,2,tn
o.i_it _
Whi
..
teW
a
G sschooa
ill
l bill cle
eareldlin
iam
its
s
'f°
irm
st
. .Versailles
The
r3l
spending savings next year anti:still fits a delica
ed
ur
. kesvi71n
el m ust approve
"
hR-B
• Freed Curd,
to: . David s
major hurdle in winning the
Voting against it were Reps.,measures mating a significant
worked out with President Reagan that prohibits tax increases
Murray: Carl Hines, Dstamp of the House Education
_
Joel Ellington, D-Paducah, and _ appropriation • and one amendand Social Security benefit cuts.
Louisville; Tom Jones, D.
Committee, albeit sTrith seretzff--"Th,wrenceburg;
ment approved late Wednesday
WASHINGTON - Commerce Seeretary Malcolm 13aldrige and
Tom Kerr, D.:" Stephen Keith. R-Manchester
amendments, and Democratic
Reps. Pat Fre ibe rt. Rwould create an "educational
former Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis are the top canTaylor Mill; Pearl Ray
leaders hoped to have it on its
excellence improvement fund"
Lexington, and Bill Lile, itdidates to succeed Budget_ Director _David Stockman and two
Lefevers. R-Kettle Wan a;„
.
way-to the Snit
e- te by Friday.
to match private money ratsed- other administration officials are in the running,. says White
Clayton Little, f5-Hartley; Lonie -Valley Station, abstained. The committee, which began
The full House quickly
House Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan.
in local districts for public
Mack, D-Lexington ; Terry
its second day of debate on the
schools.
reconvened and gave the -bill a
WASHINGTOF -- President Reagan. who is going into the
Mahn, D-Newport; Harry
bill at 1 p.m. EDT W
Wednesday in - Moberly,
y, D-Richmond:
There was uncertainty about _
hospital Friday for removal of an intestinal growth and a
nd ,• Carl -perfunctory first reading
g before
a packed and stifling meeting
whether the provisions of Rep.
thorough examination of his colon, is following advice offered
•
•
Nett, D-Louisville; Roger Noe, — rillftnight. It was expected to
,
.
room,approvea a suosutute veri_t_ovtatt a
attic...avast
receive a SeC0114.1 ree1.11.111X WW1).
r I rta
more-than a Year ago when doctors first discovered Reagan had a
D-Harlan; Kenny Rapier. Dsion with amendments 10%
and a floor vote Friday, providbenign polyp. Bardstown; Jody Richards. Dhours later.
ed it didn't have to be thrown in
AUCKLAND,New Zealand - Police say sabotage is being con(Corn'd on page 21
----'
• Bawling Green; Ernesto Scor'
sidered in the sinking of Greenpeace' protest.vesset,Rainbow
.
0
Warrior, which was rocked _by two -explosions. The ship's
•
..
photographer was killed.
_-......."RN&
- -.,
.
__
LONDON - Crash investigators today revered the second
flight recorder from the Air-India jetliner That crashed off the
.•
150 ii
coast of Ireland on June 23 killing all 329 people aboard, the .
"
lig •
'
:.
British Transport Department announced.
.
.
..-

Coke to announce today return
of old formula to store shelves
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Fort Campbell
soldiers touring
iI Sinai Peninsula

FORT CAMPBELL Ky.( AP )
- About 250 soldiers from Fort
Campbell's 3rd Battalion of the
502nd Infantry are on a sixmonth tour of duty in Egypt's se
Sinai Peninsula. said Bill Harraison. deputy public affairs officer for the base.
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The. fnelr f.....-.f,,,-r, eh. 1111.1
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Tonight: Partly cloudy,
Airborne Division (Air Assault)
•'
_
'
Low in the upper 60s. Light
,
left the base Tuesday and will
south wind.
join a multinational force of
A
.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High
,
- - • ----observers assigned to
1
In the lower 90s. Southwest
peacekeeping duties in_the Sinai
MISS
.....
wind 5 to 15 mph.
.
•••.‘
as part of a treaty between
or
,
YOUR PAPIRI
14 ' '
Extended Forecast
Egypt and Israel, he said.
, .
_
Subscribers who have not
41
„.I.,
1
—.
,
The extended forecast for
treaty
The
was
signed
In
1979
r
received their home-delivered
.
.
Saiurd4 'through Monday
at Camp David.
copy of The Murray Ledger &
.
•
calls for partly cloudy skies
- • al
.
.
-• • - - Tinto. by 5:30 p.m. Moncioy.
-.
.
The soldiers will operate
_
*es.
with near normal .
.
Fridov .,,, )
k 3:3041.m. Saturday__ _ temperatures Tile
,
_
I
—
—
' cb-e-cVainta--cmiductr Patr°111- -,:-. -"
!
110 ko .
_.
...,-- -- - ----- -_
ore urge ki coil 753-1916 bet'and man ohsetvation points,
• '
INII
be mostly between 85.and 90
..
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Harraison said
with lows in the 60s.
.?stookr-&4•., •,., •.- ,t- -.
Monday through Friday. or
_ .
Another 550 soldiersfrom Fort
'
SUMMER
•
.VOLITH
AT
-.2-.1-,
MURRAY
STATEEric
Barrett, son of Mr.-and Mrs. Preston Barrett of Mur-Campb
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyr
l
the-task tarot.
Will
join
ray. partiapated recently in a one-week program at Murray Stateel
University
LEVELS
"Applying
titled
LAKr
Hightech
days. Office Hours - I si.m.-5
•
r2.,' ..:••
,. s. .'". ". t•tat
in Engineering: Digital Electronics." Shown working with Barrett on laboratory test equipment is Bill - during July, Ha.iralson said.
35S 9
„Kentucky Lake •
t•-•,- tf.--,,-sa
p.M. Monday thru Friday. •
countries
other
parTen
also
.
Call. program instructor. The program was one of sx
i study'areas th Murra y State's 1985 Summer
a.,
•
35S Er
_ .Barkley Lake
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday
tic1paie In the peacekeeping
•
Challenge Series for academically talented youth.
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Summer Fun Celebration is planned for Bel-Air Center
The sounds of summer are
everywhere as the merchants of
the Bel Air Shopping Center, in
Murray, prepare for their first
Summer Fun Celebration.
This retail promotional event
will take place Saturday. July
13, at the Be! Ate Shopping
Center located on the south side
of Mtirray, from 9 a.m. until 4
The schedule of events during

the festival include music provided- by Big D Sounds, from
noon until 3 p. m-;-.a..power lifting
demonstration, provitied by I'mque Body Fitness Center. from
12:30 until 1 p.m..; and a presentation of an upcoming production liN; the Community Theatre
from 1:30 until 2 p.m. In addition
to those events there are also
events in which people who attend the festival can win prizes

and money. At 2 p.m., there will
be a Tan Contest with prizes
awarded in three categories
pre-school., child and adulti.
RegistratiOnfor the contest will
be at Deep Tann, Tanning Salon
at 10 a.m. Then at 3 p.m. "Captain Cable" from Murray
Cablevision will be throwing wiffle balls full of cash and prizes
worth up to $1,000 with the top
prize: being a color television

ray Cablevision to set up its
video taping equipment to video
tape children for possible future
identification. Anyone interested in having their child
features like clowns, free videotaped is
invited-la stop by
refreshments, free balloons. Artcraft
Photography between
special booths by civic groups, 11:30 a.m.
and 3 p.m. The equipand individuat specials in every ment will be set
up at Artcraft's
store.
studios, and every child video
As a special service, the Bel taped with receive a free gift._
Air mercants have asked \for..
.The members of the Be! Air

donated by Sears.
If all of the events aren't
enough to keep people busy.
there will be other fun festival

Mercants Association are: Murray Sewing Center, Artcraft
Photography, Judy and Shere's.
Bank of Murray. Overby Honda.
Sears, Pier f Imports, Murray
Insurance Agency, Keel
Vacuum, Sirloin Stockade,
Stoeey's, Merle Norman, Murray Cablevision, Deep Tann Suntanning Studio, Memories, Unique Body Fitness, and 14 K Gold.

1CW

Sheriffs Department reports severaitrrests
made in Calloway County during thi week
What began as a routine investigation of a disturbance at a
residence off Highway 280 early
today ended in the arrest of two
Calloway County residents, according to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
Arrested at the scene of the
Robert Glenn Webb residence
was Albert Webb, 33, of Route 4,
Murray. Webb was charged with
manufacturing marijuana after
authorities discovered about
$300 worth of marijuana growMg in a contniner beside the

School
(Cont'd from page 1)
would take effect before 1986,
thus requiring immediate A&R
review. It appeared the House
Rules Committee would have to
decide, if the amendment survived on the House floor.
The Education Committee
made an important change in
Collins' proposal for state Jun- ding of school districts through
the "power equalization" program, and deleted her proposal
to expand county school boards
from five members to seven.
Collins' original bill would
, have required districts wishing
to participate in the powerTALLE1"S FOLLY' TO OPEN FRIDAV — Randy Herndon, playing the role of Matt
Friedman, and
Jane Moore, playing the role of Sally Talley. act out a scene from Talley's Folly,
which is scheduled to
begin its two weekend run Friday. at 8 p.m. on the open air deck of the Playhouse
in the Park.,

equalization program to set a
minimum tax rate of 25 cents
per $100 of assessed property
value. The administration said
43 districts are now below that
rate. The House committee's version of the bill makes an increase to 26 cents optional,
allowiing districts to retain their
present level. of power equalization funding. They

house. The arrest was- made•
shortly after the sheriff arrived
at the scene about 12:30 a.m.
today.
A second arrest was also
reported when Sheriff David
Balentine arrested Steve
Hoskie, 28, of ttoute 5, Mu,rray,
on a spouse abuse warrant.
The sheriff's department'also
reported four other arrests
made this week — Lewis Todd,
56, of Route 1, Kirksey, was arrested for violation of probation;
Teddie Lynn Davenport, 33, of

1-1,oute 2, Kuttawa, was arrested
for theft by deception over $100
(a felony); and Alan McCallum,
21, of Route 3, Murray was-arrested for promoting contraband in the second degree after
he attempted to smuggle marl.jtaana into the jail.
D'arwin Bumphis, 22, 404
. North 1st Street, was arrested
earlier this week and charged
with indecent exposure. Sheriff
Balentine reported that Burnphis was arrested following an
_Incident on the east side of the
court square.

would be ineligible, hawever,for
additional program money, or
for school construction money.
The panel also deleted a
"management institute" for
school administrators, which
was to cost $700,000 through
fiscal 1988, and a commission to
study early childhood development, which was tagged at
$100,000.
The panel, in a concession to

Jefferson County. exempted
.
_
school systenfs with 65,000 or
more students. from the administration's teacher evaluation and in-service training requirements. Jefferson
County has its own.
. The panel defeated an attempt
to withhold $39.3 million Collins
had earmarked for teacher-pay
raises based solely on longevity.
beginning at 10 years.
representation of the Economic
Development Corp.
:=Expand 'roles and responsibilities of the Chamber of Commerce into 'community
improvement.

Main Street...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Besides more thoughtful
tourism planning, five, areas of
concern were listed by the team
for Murray community
development.
; Develop a capital improvement planmaster plan for
economic and community
development in Murray.
Develop a Van for the City of
Murray administrative
responsibilities.
Dissolve the Industrial Foundation and donate assets to
Economic Development Corp.
f 'Expand the broad base

"In the promotion of growth
and progress in the town, the
Citizens of Murray must be
careful not tb destroy those
qualities that make Murray
such a good place to live," coneluded the report.
A town forum will be held in
the next.week to discuss these
'and other areas of the report and
how the community should respond, said Steve Zea, Murray
Chamber of Commerce director,

ROY'S

DOORBUSTERS
Park Davis

Buy any new Renault and get a check
that'll pay for 10,000 miles worth of gasoline:
Our check will buy you
10.000 miles in a smoothriding Renault Alliance Or in
a European-designed Encore
hatchback It'll buy 10 000
miles in an Alliance ConvertAmencas lowest-list
priced convertible Or in an
exciting Renault Fuego or
Sportvvagon
10.000 miles of gas on us
That kind of economy is hard
-to beat.

1211oz

24's

Fast pain relict for
sunburn plus a
inoisturizer tor t1r)ness.

Alba

Dermoplast

i

FIrst Aid for

$ 1 99
..rat
After
Bite •

FIBERMED
AMERICA'S BEST SMALL CAR PROTECTION.

Fruit
Flavored

•5 YEARS OR 50.000 MILES
•PLUS REQUIRED
MAINTENANCE PROTECTION

For insect Bites
$

apply Ask tor detail-

1 99

$249

•New I085 Renault models dnwred
;,als• if 1085 Rased on ornl,med f PA MIS..it Si 2s
•
per gallon Dealer partl pnon mas Alert whcIe toct
Safety belts save lives

From American Motorrt r1

Seti
The
Colgate
Pump!

Alberto
Mousse

.

Kodak Film
VR100 35mm 24 Exp. $239
VR200, 110, 24 Exp.

ROY'S

HURRY!GAS OFFTR ENDIJULY 31st:

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
'
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

6,,pNAIN S AMC JEEP, INC:

736448

$139
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July Clearance Sale
sp.

Junior and Missy
Summer
Sportswear

Men's and Young
Men's Summer
Sportswear

'Shorts, Blouses, Sweaters, Swimwear, Pants, Skirts, and Jeans
?Over 1,500 Pieces in Stock
'Orig. $8 to $35
,
•Also Blazers at 29.99 (Orig. to $70)

•Shorts, Shirts, Athletic Apparel, Pants & Sport Coats
*•Over 1000 Pieces In Stock
*Orig. $2 to $35
'Also Sport Coats At 49.99 (Orig. to $100)

o,

-

• 2.99 to
6.99 to
Now.19.99 Novi, 1 9.99
Giant Aisle Sale
•1,000's of Items
•Continuous Markdowns Being Tnken

$1.99

to $9.99
Boys' and Girls'
Summer
Sportswear

Spring and Summer
Family Shoes
'Shoes, Sandals, and Athletic Footwear
*Oyer 1.000 Pair in Stock
•Orig. $10 .to $65

'Pants, Shorts, Swimwear. Sunsuits, Tops. and Dresses
'Over 1000 Pieces in Stock
'Orig. $2.99 to $25

•2.99 to 1.99 to
Now 39.99
Now 4.99
JODenne

4

.

s

•

Chestnut Hills ShoppintiCenter

P.•-•

1,07541

••••••••C-....

..0

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Education opportunity
for Kentucky

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott
•

By Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald
Have you ever said, "I wish I
had done that"?
Or, "I wish I had taken advantage of that"?
That kind of statement is usually heard in conjunction with making money. You wish you had
spent the $2,000 to buy the property that sold a year later for
$50,000.
You wish you had bought a
block of Humana stock when it
'was $4 a share.
Opportunities come rarely.
Golden opportunities come once
in a lifetime.
Such an opportunity has been
presented to Kentucky.
For immigrants who came
from the world over, public
education was-.the key, to the
golden opportunities of America.
For Kentuckians locked in the
aging industries of agriculture,
mining and manufacturing,
public education is the opportunity for a new career.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins and
I have dreamed of ...creating a
golden opportunity for Kentucky.
We have worked together for 18
months to create a plan that will
give all Kentucky children all the
chances that a good education
can provide.
In 1984. the Kentucky General
Assembly -enacted more than 40.
pieces of legislation. Much of that
legislation created a new accountability and responsibility in the
administration of school funds.
That legislation laid the foundation. for * another giant step
toward academic excellence in
our schools.
. Now the governor has
presented a package to enable
Kentucky to take that step. She
has presented a plan for educational improvement to the
legislature, and she announced a
special session for its enactment.
It is a good package of pro-

A World War II artilleryman recalls
a canine friend he knew in Europe

posals. It was developed by the
governor's staff and by my staff,
working together. It was discussed with educators and legislators,
leaders and thinkers across the
state. It took into account the
recommendations made by
citizens' groups, professional
groups and organized study
commissions.
The plan provides $288 million
in new money for education, plus
$90 million in construction funds
through the bonding program for
new schools. Those dollars are in
addition to the $86 million in new
money already scheduled for the
1985-86 school year.
That's nearly $465 million over
a three-year period, and that is a
significant boost for Kentucky's
schools. These new dollars are
targeted to improving the areas
of the most critical need:, 1)
teachers' salaries and working
conditions; 21 instructional programs in
the
children's
classrooms; and 3 1 school
management.
This plan is an'oPportunity for
Kentucky. It is perhaps the biggest opportunity Kentucky has
had since the minimum foundation program was passedin the
1950's.
Will we seize this golden
opportunity?
For the sake of our children, we
must!
But this is one time that a silent;
commitment is not enoUgh.
I urge .every Kentuckian -every citizen and parent, every
grandparent and employer,
every teacher and school administrator — to tell your elected
representatives and your governor of your support for this
package.
Write to them. Tell them you
want better schools.
Remember. The mind of a
child is an undeveloped treasure.
Can you bear to let such
treasure lie fallowl?
Write today for the children!

els

Cecil and Johnnie Dodds
bought the home Of the late
Ronald and Rebecca Churchill at
1507 Cardinal Drive. They have
been living there since last
August.
The other day, Cecil told me an
interesting story about a dog he
knew in World War II — a big
German shepherd named "Sandy."
At the time. Cecil was a corporal in a U.S. Army artillery
battery in Europe. He was in its
Survey Section, whosejbb it was
to locate the points where their
four big howitzers could be positioned for the most effective firing. He also helped determine the
targets.
The unit was in combat at
Aachen on the Rhine River when
the big dog just appeared from
nowhere, lean and hungry. After
one of the cooks had fed him, he
"adopted" the unit. He soon
became its mascot, and was
named "Sandy."
His every move reflected obed1ence training. When walking
albngside anyone, he always
walked on that person's left and
a couple steps to the rear. When
one of the men would go into a
strange building, the 105-pound
dog would charge through the
door the instant it was opened,
prepared to attack any enemy
lurking inside.
•••
Eventually, Sandy became attached to one of the soldiers, a
Pfc. Robert A. (Bob.) Burton.
They became inseparable
companions.
Burton drove a truck, going
back and forth over the famous
Red Ball Highway, hauling supplies for the battery. He often

looking back
cording to Supt. W.Z. Carter. City: school board members are
W.C. Elkins, chairman, .Wells
Overbey, Dick Sykes. Mrs. Joe
Baker and Hilton Hughes.
Grover Wade has been appointed as police judge of Hazel
by Kentucky›Governor
Lawrence Wetherby. He
replaces W.A. Oliver who
resigned.
Miss Jeanne Futrell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Futrell, and Herchell Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Euell
Robertson, were married June
30 at Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a bay to Mr.
and Mrs. Davih Myers, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Carman and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Canup.
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As he opened the door, Sandy
leaped past him and caught the
man's gun, torn himself loose
from the dog, fled to the waiting
car and the two sped away.
In a similar incident, Burton
again was stopped by two wouldbe holdup men. As one climbed —
onto the truck and was peering —
under a tarpaulin, a snarling Sandy leaped upon him, grabbed him
by the back of the neck and threw
him off the truck. Again, the two
men fled — one with some deep
.teeth marks in his neck.
•••
Once the war was over, Burton
made all the required arrangements to take Sandy home
with him, and, as far as Cecil
knows, he did.
The battery was broken up and
its men scattered while still
overseas. Cecil doesn't know
what ever happened to either
Burton or the dog, but every time
he hears the name "Sandy" or
sees a big(German shepherd, he
thinks of his battery's wartime
mascot and how he would leap so
quickly to the defense of his
friends.
•••

Now 70 years of age, Cecil grew
up in Lyon dounty, one of six
children in a farm family. Only
he and a sister, Mrs. Christine
Cooper of Lakeland, Fla., are
left. A brother, Louis Chester,
was lost at sea in February, 1943,
when the Japanese sunk the U.S.
heavy cruiser, Houston, in the
Pacific.
Cecil and his wife, the former
Johnnie Mae Hurley of Christian
County, have been married since
1939. They have no children.
They had been married for four
years, and he had been working
on the construction of Kentucky
Dam and "up and down the
river" with TVA,when on Oct. 13,
1943, he was drafted. It was the
second Of three tours of military
service he "pulled."
The first was from 1935 to 1938
when he was with the llth Infantry Division at Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Ind. Then, while a
member of the Reserve, he was
called back to duty in 1950 during
the Korean conflict and spent a
year at Fort Eustis, Va., training
troops.
•••
There were 19 men in the Selective Service group with which he
left Murray:
Alvin H. Kopperud, R.T.
Baucum, Charles Henry Broach,
Jr., Troy Lewis, John D. Roberts,
Jr., Graham Alphus Rogers,
Charles Douglas Clark, Mac Carman Parks, Rufus Clinton Pennington, Rainy Glen•Lovins, Hugh
Page Kelso, Haney Key,- James
Henry Oliver, Earl Innnion„.
Grogan, Joe Clifford Jones,
Johnny Brown Russell, Toy Lee
Lenning, James Rupert Emerson
and Cecil.
Inducted at Fort Harrison,
Cecil then was assigned to the

Field Artillery and sent to Fort
Tilden, on New York's long
.Lsland. After a short stay there,
he was assigned to Battery B of
the 656th Field Artillery -Group
and sent to Fort Rucker, Ala.,
where they Were trained.
When the unit went overseas, it
went on the Ile de France, In
peacetime one of the most luxurious of the big passenger liners
of the pre-war years.
The battery's first combat was
at Aachen when it became engaged in the first heavy firing of its
big guns — gun,§ capable of hurling projectiles weighing from 140
to 240 pounds at targets one to
eight miles away.
By the time the war was over,
the unit had lost only one man
while going through two major
battle campaigns involving the
German cities of Andernach,
Kassel and Barnet' as well as
Aachen. When the firing ceased,
Cecil and his battery-mates were
at Kaltenbach, near the
Czechoslovakian border.
•••
Back in the states, Cecil went
back to work with TVA,and, with
exception of his Korean War service, was with the agency for 31
years before retiring in 1972
Before moving to Murray, he
and Johnnie liyed on a 30-acre
place near Sinking Springs Baptist Church and with Bill Wrather
and Howard Windt, who died
recently, among their closest
neighbors.
One of Cecil's most prized
possessionsis a detailed, printed
history of his Field Artillery
Group, the 656th. "I wouldn't take
anything for it," he said, looking
at one of the many pictures of his
former buddies. "It brings back
a lot of memories."
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letter to the editor

Ten years ago
Ground was broken at formal
ceremonies at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly for a new
$100,000 conference building to
be erected there. The Rev.
George Gray is camp manager.
Supt. Fred Schultz said the
Murray Board of Education had
accepted with regret the
resignation of Bobby Toon as
basketball coach at Murray
High School.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Hendrickson. July 1. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Stroud, July 3,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie J. Burgett, July 7.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter presented a
program on "Purpose of Missions" at a meeting of Ruth
Wilson Circle of Good Shepherd
United
MethOrilSt Church
Women held at N.A. Young
cabin on Kentucky Lake.
Twenty years ago
•
Kent McCuiston, Jerry Stark,
Glen McCuiston, Paulette
Lovins. Mike Lovins, Sandra
Stark, Gale Garrett, Charla
Garrett. Stan Bates and Ken
Oliver of Calloway County showed entries in Annual Purchase
District Registered Holstein
Show held July 6 at Clinton.
Airman Frank Gibson, son of
•Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Gibson of
, Murray, has been selected al
Airman of the Month of his Air
Force Unit while serving at Torrejon Air Base, Spain.
Miss Sandra Sue Harmon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sandy
Harmon, and Bobby Steve Barron, son of Mrs. Ila Mae Huie,
were married June 19 at Dexter
Church of Christ.
Thirty years ago
Approximately 1,000 persons
attended open house yesterday
at new city elementary school
building on South 13th Street, ac-

•
-

took Sandy with him.
It wasn't at all uncommOn in
those days for the supply trucks
to be held up or hijecked by black
marketeers. More than one truck
driver lost his life in such
holdups, and, had it not been for
Sandy on a couple occasions, Burton well could have lost his.
On one such occasion, Cecil
recalled, a civilian car passed
Burton's truck and stopped in
front of it. While one man stayed
in the car, another ran up to the
truck banishing. a pistol and
ordering Burton to get out.
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To The Editor,
The Courier-Journal recently
editorialized that while the road
fund may need help, it is not clear
how much will be required. It appropriately urged that a great
_many questions be answered
before the legislature acts.
Before the taxpayers are faced
with additional taxes on motor
fuel to fund an alleged need,
whether through a special or
regular session, our legislators,
without question, need many
more facts that those which they
presently have.
We are a long way from
understanding the needs of the
Transportation Department. This
is evidenced by monthly
meetings conducted by the
Budget Review Subcommittee On
Transportation, which is a part of
the Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue
within our Kentucky legislature.
On June 19th, the-Department
of Transportation made a presentation, which falls short of providing basic facts to support its
conclusion that, first, the Department needs at least $179.1 million
additional revenue for each of the
next two years and, secondly.
that the appropriate 'method in
obtaining these sums is through
an increased motor fuels tax of
five centsper gallon.
The legislators sitting on this
committee were concerned about
both the amount and method. Important questions were asked by
the astute and sensitive members
of the committee. This same
committee has been asking for information since at least
February of 1985-. Many questions
remain unanswered by— the
Administration.
On what basis did the Department of Transportation estimate
that Kentucky's badly worn
highways are adding over $226
million annually to Kentucky
motorists' costs due to wasted
fuel and vehicle repair? Are our
highway
systems
rapidly
deteriorating, substantially in
jeopardy, and in critical shape as
DOT states?
What was the basis of the
Department's finding that $24
million is needed annually over
the
next six
years for
maintenance of the toll roads?'
What studies objectively document that they are, as DOT
states. rapidly "disintegrating"?
The toll roads, along with others,
are funded by the issuance of
bonds. Since 19804 this indebtedness has grown sixty-three
percent. lithe issuance of bonds
is for the construction of 'new
highways, and this issuance
places the state further fn debt,
are we building additional roads'
-

when we cannot maintain those
which we have? Who authorizes
new road construction and where
has new construction taken place
in the last three years? Has additional construction been done
on those types of highways that
accommodate only -twenty-five
,percent of the miles traveled?
The State of Missouri presently has a tax of seven cents with
no indication of an increase. They
have no bonded indebtedness for
ale maintenance and construction of highways. Their budget is
funded through their motor use
tax, federal funds, sales tax on
motor vehicles, and license fees.
They have no toll roads. They
have forty-one thousand miles of
state-maintained roads, compared to Kentucky's twenty-five
thousand. Because of the lower
tax, does this generate more
volume, which in turn generates
more state revenue for its coffers? How can Missouri operate
in maintaining its roads with
such a low tax on the pump?
To cure the deficiencies, the
Department suggests raising the
mob:Sr fuel tax to fifteen cents per
gallon from ten cents. Heavy
trucks will be required to pay
thirty cents of state tax rather
than twenty-five cents, since as
the Department of Transportation should realize there is a differential between trucks and
automobiles because of the
weight-distance tax and surcharge. Apparently DOT does not
know this, since it has stated that
only six states in the nation have
a lower motor fuels user fee than
Kentucky's. Obviously, they did
not take into consideration surtax, weight-distance taxes, axle
taxes, or other add-on fees.
An in-depth study was done by
the Legislative Reseal-eh Commission in 1980 concerning
highway maintenance-- in Kentucky. Debt service then,as now,:
was a main reason for additional
funding requirements. 'Two:
viable alternatives wete suggested: these must be looked at
now. One alternative is to place
a portion of the debt service on
the General Fund. It is recognized that this would place Kentucky't highway obligations in
direct competition for funds bereceived by other agencies. If
the construction, maintenance,
and repair of roads are of a high
priority, which has been suggested by most tegislators (not
the least of which has been the
Speaker of• tbe House) then
Justification exists for it taking
precedence. The justification for
General Fund monies was
pointed out as far back as 101 by
the Legislative Research (3oMmission. The Study indicated that

economic benefits accrue in each
area of construction Of the toll
highways thereby increasing
revenue to the state through sales
tax, personal income tax, and
real estate appreciation. It is obvious' that the construction and
maintenance of our highway
system has brought economic
benefits to the state as a whole.
The second method would be to
place a moratorium on new construction and on new programs in
any governmental agency. It was
suggested then, and has proven to
be true now,that the general fund
experiences growth. This growth
can be applied to the existing
maintenance or debt obligations
rather than new government
programs.
In concl ion, an independent,
outside, ob
tive audit or survey
done by eei in the transportation field sho
search the
basis for DDT's conclusions. This
was done in 1980 with a revision
in the Workers' Compensation
Act and is certainly justified
when asking the citizens of Kentucky to bear such a tax increase.

It is recognized that a study has
been done, by a trade association,
Kentuckians for Better Transportation, justifying the need for additional funding. Members of that
organization have a great deal to
gain, since they are part of the
road building industry. As
pointed out by the Department of
Transportation, asphalt prices increased from $11.00 a ton in 1973
to $27.50 a ton in 1984, a two hundred fifty percent increase.
A study should be authorized
by the Budget Review Subcommittee on Transportation to be
directed to find ways of saving
money within the Department
itself, to determine whether the
conclusions made in its presentation are sound, and if so, to deter.
mine the most equitable alternative in obtaining additional
funds to supplement the state's
needs. While raising motor fuels
tax may appear to be the easiest
and most convenient method, it
certainly has yet to be proven the
most equitable or effective.
Very truly yours,
Glenn A. Culver
Madisonville, Kentucky 42431
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by john cunniff

NEW YORK (AP) — It war
Just five years ago, and the investment adviser was explaining his economic rationale.
"We begin with the assumption that inflation is here for the
long term," he said. "I think you
will all agree on that"
He had proposed an economic
"given," an assumption seemingly so obvious, so well
understood, so universally unchallenged, that it becomes the
foundation of an interpretation
of the entire world of trade, commerce and finance.
Like so many givens, it was
wrong and soon forgotten, or
perhaps_ more accurately,
burieck by events. But before
they -disappear, givens often
produce a false sense of security
followed by a wrenching return
to reality.
You may recall when it was a
given that Detroit dictated what
cars people Would drive each
year. It was often said, in fact,
that what you wiknted didn't
matter, and thit what did matter was what -Detroit wanted to
sell.
•
Only reluctantly did Detroit
give up the given, and by then
Imports had taken 15 percent of
the dornast4c market.Thadlgurs
eventually Irould'iles to tnere
than 25 percent as Detroit con-

tinued to build big cars that
didn't sell.
In the farmbelt, it was a giyen
among many farmers during the
late 1970s that grain would remain in great demand ,and that
land prices would soar. It Was a
given that bankrupted many
farmers a few years later.
It is still a given that, as a
group, professional money
managers beat the market. And
that ordinary individuals can
survive while actively trading
rather than investing in stocks.
And that technology will improve the quality of life.
And, until recently, it was a
given that personal computers
would soon run homes, that
banking ahd shopping would be
done from home and.that checks
would disappear.
In the decade of the 1970s it
was iiiven that bigger was better, and that it was smart to acquire small companies. In the
1980s it is a given that lean,
mean and small is beautiful and
that acquifittions should be sold
off.
But of all the givens, a current
one is perhaps as perplexing as
any in the past few decades. It is
the given, especially among
Marketers and advertiser.,that
the young, emerging general:ions are where the sales are.
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Kentucky News In Brief
ST. LOUIS (AP) — John Jordan, a high school
senior from Frankfort, Ky., was elected president of Key Club International at the youth service organization's annual convention
Wednesday.
Jordan, who attends Franklin County High
School, is president of his school's National
Honor Society, treasurer of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and named in Who's Who
Among Ameriekn High School Students.
As president of the 112,000-member club, Jordan will chair the organization's 16-member
board and travel on behalf of the group.
Key Club is a youth-affiliate of Kiwanis International and has clubs throughout the U.S.,
Canada and the Caribbean area. Its members
represent 3,500 high schools and volunteered
more than five million hours of service work last
year in their schools and communities.
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Kosair Children's Hospital with back and neck
injuries, she said.

The mother, Diane Jones, 35, was hospitalited
for observation under a mental inquest warrant,
she said. The mother was not injured.
Emergency medical technicians found the
family inside. their west Louisville home late
Tuesday night, she said. The boys' 9-year-old
sister, was not harmed and. was taken to a
children's home.
Neighbors and relatives told police they had
not seen family members for at least a day.
Lindeman said the mother had been in a
"catatonic state" and was unable to gluswer
questions. Police found evidence in the house
that the children had been bound, Lindeman
said.
No charges had been filed.
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Union members
——— —
and management of the Salt River Rural ElecLOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — -The , House
tric Cooperative have approved a three-year
Agriculture Committee approved an amendment
contract, ending a strike that began June 2, ofthat would provide money to develop alternative
ficials said.
crops. a spokeswoman for UNrk. Rep. Larry
Lineman and office workers returned to work
Hopkins, R-Ky., said.
Wednesday, said Ken Hazelwood, general
The measure would seek to tap the $1 billion
manager of the cooperative, which has about • that the U.S. Department of Agriculture gets
20,000 member-owners.
each year for research purposes, spokeswoman
..
Local 369 of the -International Brotherhood of
Sarah Broadwater said Wednesday. Hopkins'
Electrical Workers and The management conamendment was attached to the 1985 farm'bill.
cluded negotiations Tuesday, and the
-Under the four-year'reasearch and' pilot procooperative board of directors approved the conject, federal funds would be available to schools
tract later that night.
and farm groups to develop, store and transport
"The contract will officially start today and
alternative crops in areas where traditional
expire May 31, 1988," Hazelwood said today.
crops, such as tobaCco, are threatened, she said.
The strike became a severe hardship on
No specific amount of money was requested
customers when a thunderstorm on June 10 cut
for the program, she said.
Off power to thousands of customers in Bullitt,
The amendment now goes to the House floor
Nelson, Spencer and Washington counties.
for debate.
The striking employees resumed work tem,
————
porarily to restore power.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Continued funding
of flood -control work along 'the upper
————
Cumberland
iver has been approved for the
FRANKLIN. Ky. AP)(
— Suspended Franklin
next fiscal rear by the House Appropriations
Police Chief Bruce Slate has filed a civil suit
Committee. U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers, R-Ky.
against the mayor and the city.
said.
Slate, who was suspended without pay about
The committee also on Wednesday provided
three weeks ago, alleges that the action was imadditional money for next year to continue
proper and violated state laws, a court official
development -of the Big South- Fork National
said. The suit was filed last week in U.S. District
River and Recreation Area arid for operation and
Court at Bowling Green.
mairrtenance of other projects in his 5th District,.
Franklin Mayor Larry Freas has accused
Rogers said in a release from his Washington
Slate of misuse of public equipment. The suspenoffice.
sion was for 30 days, pending further review by
Included in the legislation is $17 millionto cone.
city officials.
tinue work on the flood wall project in- Pineville
Slate is asking for an injunction that would, in
and preparations for flood control work in
effect, reinstate him and for $2,750 as reimburseHarlan-County. The bill also contains)10 million
ment for loss of pay. He also wants punitive
for development of the Big South F-ork park area
damages of an unspecified amount.
in McCreary County.
Franklin Police Capt. Gary Hodges is acting
"The bill is also accompanied by instructions
police chief.
which direct the (U.S. Army)Corps of Engineers
to speed up flood control work in both ttarbourville and Harlan while making sure that flood
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — A7-year-old boy:who
walls are built at standard flood protection
police say someone tried to strangle, was in
levels," Rogers said.
serious condition after authorities found him and
Also receiving their annual funding for operahis brother injured inside their home.
tions and maintenance were: Laurel River Lake,
The boy required surgery because his eyes
$777,000; Martins Fork.Lake, $454,000; dredging
were swollen shut, officer Hilda Lindeman said
operations in Middlesboro, $39,000; and Lake
Wednesday.
Cumberland and Wolf Creek Dam, $2,873,000.
His 3-year-old brother was iii fair condition at
— ——
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Both Stores

Dixieland Center Only

Suits
Reg 1 75 00 to 295.00

40-50% off

-Sportcoats
Reg 92 00 to 200.00 .

Noe 1/2 Price

Slacks
.
14y Jaymar-Corbin-Thomson30-50% off

1/2 price
Knit Shirts
1/2 Price
Large Group Shoes
S.S. Dress Shirts
40% Off
L.S. Dress Shirts
-1
/
2 Price
All Young Men's Sportswear
/
1 2 Price

By Generra. Union Bay

Men's Walk Shorts.

3034

Off

Suits
Slacks
Shorts
Cotton Sweaters
Lots of $10 Items

Price
Price
Price

BOYS DEPT.
All 1/2 Price Or Less

igurking am ag,ito
COURT SQUARE

DIXIELAND CENTER
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Super Summer Sale
I
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.>:Sale Prices On All Our
Lawn & Garden Trac

Financing on
f% Al New
‘1, Ingersoll/
Case Lawn and ./
Garden Tractors ••
.
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tors and Accessories
-Baggers-Thatchers-Log Splitters-Disc Cultivators 8. More
Trade in your used mowers at this sale.

,• )))

Open Till 6 p.m. every night Mon.-Sat. except Thurs. Closed the 4th.

7:11.Ricling Mowers
Starting at
$995

19" Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR TV
Model 19PC5702W

25"Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV

• High performance electronics designed for
reliability
• High Contrast picture tube
• Vivi-Color. System iocks in best picture reception

• 1.5 watt audio amplifier for excellent sound

MODEL 25PC 5802K
_ _
• High performance electronics designed for

reliability 4
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing

• Color Monitor ." System automabcalIN adiusrs color
• Distinctive Mediterranean styling

•

Models 210 220
222. 224 & 226
low profile HYDRIv
ciorden eactof s
Models VIE
t10 and /16
SIP 10 hp
and 16 hp
lawn tractors

Models 444
446 and 444
h,g1,ckpronce
toYDRIV gorden
troclots

8

INGERSOLL.
The Neu tttttt M.•rty
ffir ir ism. Granters ihn•Iiirs

Model TBX23ZF

TEXTURED DOORS
AND GLAMOROUS
GLASS SHELVES

INGERSOLL
iNOIERSOLL EOUelltator CO. INC

1934 — 1985

ESE

McKeel Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062

Free
Ice
Maker!

22 5 cu ft 723 Cu.ft
freezer Controlled climates help keep food freshup to 15 days Spacemaker
door holds 6-packs

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street -- 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners
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Wedding vows solemnized at park
pis charm
bracelet hack

•

ATLANTIC CITY.
N.J. (A,P) - A ;49,000
lucky ,charm necklace
lived up to its name :
when it found its way
babk to its owner entertainer Sammy
Davis Jr.
The 30-indt gold Chain
laden with 26 charms,
sbrne diamond-studded,
was stolen from Davis'
hotel room June 17 or 18.
Police said Friday that
They had recoveted • it
and- arrested two Atlan-N-IrW- OFFICERS ELECTED
Newly - elected officers and ffoard
tic City men in connec- members of the Humane Society of Calloway. County are, from left, front
tion with the theft.
row. Kathy 'Hodge. recording secretary, Dr. Keith Heim. president, back
row. Dr. Robert Salley, board member, and Kathy Cohen. vice president.
Not pictured are Peggy Allgood. treasurer; Ann Herron, corresponding
DAILY
secretary: Janet Kenney, Irma La Follette. Martha Enix. Marcia Dillon
Bargain Matinees
and Burt Foltoin..board members.
Cheri & Cine
MI Seats $2.00

1111111=111:11111
MAD MAX
BEYOND THUNDEROOME
NIEL GIBSON IPG I)]

CINE 1 & 2
'.OS TONLTE •
T.

ELMO'S FIRE (It
STARTS FRI.

EXPLORERS P=

Another Attucks reunion planned

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
AP ) - Plans are being
made for another reunion for graduare1 of Attucks High School - an
all-black -school where
students were "willing
and eager to learn," according to a former
principal.
About 600 alumni

turned out fora reunion
over the weekend for all
who graduated between
1916 and 1967.
"It's been beautiful,"
said Lloyd Edwards, a
member, of 1951 class
who came here from
Sacramento, Calif.
"I wasn't able to come
to my class' 20th :reu-

nion in 1971 because 1
was, in Vietnam," the
retired Air Force lieutenant colonel explained. •
"I made- my mind up
that I was going to attend this one, and I got
in my car and drove
2.500 miles in three days
to get here.'

control center 753-3314

Betty Hinton's

•

CHERI 3

FRAMERS GALLERY

Silverailo
Ger

20% OFF STOREWIDE

ready for the
ride of your life._ If, it
i Sit

" i

Including
s Collector Prints & Framing Jobs
(Excluding trace' & Holland Prints)
A
A
Now Thru July 17th

4. 15

Layaway-90 Days Same As Cash—
Mon Sat
I

r

40

1

Dixieland Center

753-0077

9

CLINT
EASTWOOD

VE

Ms. Telea- Crouctrand
Clarence Garner were
married on Thursday,
July 4, at the Murray.*
Calloway County Park,
Calloway County
Magistrate Ralph
Bogard performed the
ceremony at 7 p.m. near
the old-caourthouse in the
park.
Attendants for the
couple were Mr. and
Mrs, Kelly Jones,
brother-in-law and
sister of the bride.
Also present for the
ceremony was Danny,
Crouch, the bride's son.
The new Mrs. Ga.rner
is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sampson Arthur of Indianapolis.
*Ind. She is employed at
T.J.'s Drive.-In
Restaurant, Murray.
, Mr. Garner is the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Garner of
Owensboro. He is
employed by Swift Roofing Co. of Murray.
The couple is residing
on Rt. 1, Hazel.
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Mr. and Mrs. ClaYerrce Garner
and her son, Danny Crouch

Coining community events are listed
Thursday,July 11
The Single Connection
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodit
Church. For information call 753-1701.
--Calloway County High
School Chapter of FFAwill meet at 7 p.m. in
Agriculture Department of school.
---Mixed Tenpis Doubles
will play at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.

Thursday,July 11
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
- '"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.,
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 of Sele_Ct_MaSters _
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.

AA annA -Anon will
WOW Grove 6126 and
have closed meetings at Camp 592 of Woodmen
8 p.m. at First Christian of the world will meet at

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF 'GREMLINS:

NOVMS TA CO
VIDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS

_
Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
other menu item.

Man. Sat. Ii am -ID pm
Sun. I pin 10 pm

'chipetnut rt. 753-3314

•
.Murray Drive- r •
°Pt• s on • `;1. 5.11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

RAMBO •
•
First •
Blood
Part •
II •

Birthday cakes at minimal charge available upon,
request

Birthday Dinners —
•Chopped Sirloin
•Whitefish Fillet •Catfish
Steak •Catfish Fillet

All we need is some proof of iiour buthdate‘
All served ...nth sated be, chrome of potato and
hushpuppies

Hwy 641 liorth Murray Ks,
Open at 4 p rn Mon Sat 753
4141

CHARLES BRONSON

TrIE-EVIL-T4AT MEN DO
Tue. is -.00 a Carloa
Highway 121 South

WE HAVE MOVED
To Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

The odventure be,gins in your own bock yd.
PARAMOUNT PICIDRES*.PRESENTS AN EDWFIFID S FELDMAN
PRODUCTION EXP.CORERS • MUSIC BY JERRY', GOLDSMITH
v. EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MICHAEL FINNELL WRITTEN BY ERIC LUKE
PRODUCED BY.EDWARDS. -FELDMAN AND DAVID ELOMBYIS
DIRECTED Eh+ JOE DANTE
• ‘. A•RRRAMOUNT -P1C-TURE:r74•••ms umr••

STARTS FRIDAY
130. 3311. 7:10. 9:15

Thursday,July 11
6 p.m. at Golden Corral
Restaurant.
Murray-Calloway
County La Leche
League will meet- at
903-B Northwood, road
to right of Cain's AMCJeep, look for blue light,
at 7 p.m.

FROM-11_,

1/
AND LESS
Chestnut Hills Shoppi g Center
753-9383

Captain D's,
place.
a greatlittle seafood

Almost
sePer
chance to Øut a
togetfier

othrent stock plus
sv+ceaters. Your
t aummer wardrobe
ak savings.

MADE

ISELLE

THE

SHOP
Downtown Court Square

t111

pr
La
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Friday,July 12
at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Canter, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.

";Talley's Folly" will
be presented at 8 p.m.
Murray Women of the
by Community Theatre,
Moose' will meet at 8
In Playhouse in Murrayp.m. at lodge trail.
Calloway County Park.
For information call
--- Friday,July 12'
Hazel and Douglas 759-1752' *
Centers will be open
--7.Make Today Count
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior will meet at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
citizens.
Murray-cafloway CounMothers Morning Out ty Hospital.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
"Sing Out, KenChristian Church.
tucky!" program will be
---Hazel Lodge No. 831 presented at 8 p.m. at
Free and Accepted Kenlake State Park.
Masons will meet at 7:30
Events at Murray
p.m. at lodge hall.
Moose Club will include
Square and round games at 8 p.m. and
dancing with music by dance featuring Country
Ken-Tenn Band will be Feeling from 10 p.m. to
from -7:30 to 11 p.m. at midnight.
--Lynn Grove Roller
Photographer Wendy
Rink.
Ewald will autograph
---Parents' Night Out his book from 1 to 4 p.m.
will be fr--ce%eat° 10 p.m. at Bookstore in Curris
In at CO uf University Center, Murray State
University.
etturch of Christ.
---Saturday,July 1.
3
Twilight Golf will be
Youth Mini Lock-In of
at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Memorial j3aptist
Country Club.
Church
will start at '7.
-•
p.m. at. Baptist_Student____ _
Friday Night-Sociat
Center.
with hors d'oeuvres and
---piano bar will be at MurSpecial Summer Fund
ray Country Club.
Celebration starts at
---noon today in the BelMurray -Calloway
Air Shopping Center..
County Ministerial
Association and their
Paris-Henry County
wives will meet with
Arts Council will preAurora Ministerial
sent Frazier Moss, Ole
Alliance at 7:30 p.m. at
Time Fiddler, and his
Country Crossroads.
String Band at 7:30 p.m.
at Summer in the Park
Twilight Golf will be Series at Paris Landing
State Park.

AS

Next To J C Penney

be
mi
p.i
MI
ty
tic

Photographer Wendy
Ewald will present a
public gallery talk about
exhibition, "Portraits
ad Dreams," at 7 p.m.
at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray.State
University.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Stream Stroll at 1
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center;
Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace- 1850 ;
Homemade Beverages
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
---Men's Medal"- Play
-Golf Championship
Tournament will start
at Murray Country
Club. If nec,essary entrant my play one
round on Friday.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
"Talley's Folly" will
(Coned on Page 7)
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-Counselor here Tuesday

Meeting here Friday
.
' Make Today Count will meet Friday. July 12.
, at 10 a.m. in the private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This is a support
group for any person experiencing a lifethreatening illness. Family Members also are
welcomealtend. , _ - •
-- —

ciudes all. the pizza you can eat, drinks at Show
Biz and tokens for the games.
.
.

-

James E. Welch, field -veterans benefit
counselor of the Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affatrs will be at the National Guard Armory,
A rafting trip is being planned for the Youth of
Murray,on Tuesday, July 16, from 9 a.m. to 3:30
First Baptist. Church d9wn the Current River
p.m. The ,counselor will be present to assist
near Big Sprink_Mo,_Tentatiyeplans are to
veterans, their families, their _dependents or
_
Friday, July 19, in the afternoon. stay Friday
beneficiaries in the presentation, proof and
night, go canoeing Saturday; and return to Murestablishment of all claims, privileges, rights ray Saturday evening. A sign-up sheet will be
and'other benefits which they May have under
The third'„training session of the Annual
each youth department this Sunday for those
federal, state or local laws. The servjce is free.
Hospice Volunteers will'be rvilMay, July 15,
desiring to make the trip, the cost of the trip is
As a state employee, the counsetpr loes-bet.-.....,<
from 6 to 9 p.m. in third floor Classroom at
represent the Veterans Administration;
- Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Sessions
however, he can advise and assistvyou with any
were held July 1 and 8 and also will be on July 18.
claim you may wjsci to file with the WA.-The program is designed to train volunteers to
•
help meet the needs of the terminXlly ill and their
The Murray-Calloway for Wednesday. July 10.
families. For information call. the Hospice OfCounty Hospital has No newborn admissions
Individual results of the KEST "(Kentucky
fice, 753-5131, extension 132.
released the dismissals were listed.
Essential Skills Testing) have been received, acfor Tuesday. July 9. No
Distnissals
•
cording to Doralyn Lanier, curriculum supernewborn admissions
Miss Tami Belcher.
visor for the Murry City Schools. The standar208. South Ninth St.,
Photographer Wendy Ewald will be in , were listed.
dized aNievement tests were taken by all
Dismissals
residence
Murray; Mrs. Teresa
at Murray State University in conjuncstudents .in the Murray Independent School
.
Colin Kelly; RU 4, Jones, Rt. 1, Murray;
tion
with
the
exhibition
of
"Portaits
and
System in March and April of this'year. Parents
Kevil; Miss Stella Miss _Sherie Cole, 1508
Dreams: The Children of Appalachia:" She will
will receive a formal opportunity to view their
-Morgan, Rt. 6. Murray; Alwood St., Hickman;
autograph
copies
of
her
book,
"Portraits
and
child's'scores in the fall. However any-parent
Woodrow Shelton, Rt. 1,
Van Louis Evans, Rt.
Dreams, from 1 to 4 p.m. on Friday. July 12, at
desiring to discuss their child's scores at the preFulton;
4,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss
the
Bookstore,
Curris
Center.
Starting
at
7
p.m.
sent time may call Mrs. Lanier at 753.4363jor an
Mrs. Melina Wolfe. Fannie Holmes. Rt. 5,
Saturday, July 13, the artist will present a public
appointment.
Rt.. 3, Murray; Mrs.. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
gallery talk about the exhibition in the Clara M.
Mary 13urkeet, lit. 1. Traci Collins and baby
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center. Both activities
Mrs. Blye Narare free and the public is invited to attend. The • Dexter;
.
,. (Cont'4from page 6) epth.ibitio'n Will continue
y
rison,
Rt.
2, Murray;
in the Clara: M. Eagle --'
- - •
Jesse Key, Rt. 1,
Saturday,July 15
Gallery,.Fine Arts Building, through Sunday,
Stmday,July 14
Hazel; Mrs-. Flora
be presented by Come . Christ will be at 6:30 Aug. 4.
Jones, 214 North 13th
.
•
munity Theatre it 8 P.m. '
_ _ St__ Murray; Mrs. Ruby_
p.m. in Playhouse In'
..
————
Smith, Box 235,
Murray-Calloway CounRev. Terry Sills will
The Youth of Memorial Baptist Church will
Puryear, Tenn.;.
ty Park. For informa- show slides of his mis- have a Joy in July Youth Mini Lock-In on Satur————
tion call 759-1752.
sion trip to Kenya, day, July 13. They will meet at Baptist Student
————
Africa, tonight at Grace Center at 7 p.m. for -games, fellowship-and a • , - The Murray-Calloway
"Sing Out, Keitb Baptist Church7—
movie, followed by a late visit at Sifinv Biz,
'
County Hospital has
_———
tucky!" program will be
Paducah; Cost will be 18 per person which inreleased the dismissals
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
kr-1km ell-so
1_
111r"11.11
41Pr.11111
r141r11111
"
,111.11
:
111 "Ielejl
illr.
Park.
————
Murray Squar-AWe are pleased
We are pleased
Naders are scheduled to
to announce that
announce that
to
.dance at 8 p.m. at
Pat-Baggett, brideDeena
Dailey,
Woodmen of World Hall.
elect of Gary King
bride-elect of David
———
has selected her
Jones, has selected
Dance featuring
china and crystal
her china, crystal,
Country 'reeling is
from our complete
stainless and acscheduled from 8 p.m. to
bridal registry. Pat
cessories. Deena
midnight at Murray
and Gary will be
and.David will .be
Moose Lodge.
married August 17.
married August 4.
————

Rafting trip plannecl

Hospice event Monday

and includes eanoe-rental, one night's lodging
and supper on Friday night. R.P. Hodge is
mimstet of youth/education for the church.

Honchul at Ohio base
Air Force Airrnotn First Class David W. Honchul, son of DelSert Honchul_ and stepson of
quayse. Hoildiul, Rt. 2. Murray,- has arrivedr6r
duty at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Ohio.
Honchul, chief of community-relations with the
Air Force Institute of Technology, previously
was assigned at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
He is a 1981 graduate of Murray High School.

Local hospital lists dismissals for two days

Test results received

Ewald will be featured

Communit

TH1 RSDAY,

•

girl, Rt. 2, Box 248:
Puryear, Tenn.; ,
Mrs. Polly Wofford
407 North Brewer St.,
Paris, -Tenn.; ;Mrs..
Vii•ginia Harris, Rt. 3,
Box 201A,5. Murray;
Everett Mathus,'Rt. 1,
Hardin;
Mrs. Judith Clapp and
baby girl, Rt. 2,
Mayfield; Mrs. Gwyn
McNutt, 210 Fairview,
Paris, Tenn.; Jamie
Potts, Rt. 1, Kirksey:

._
Bradley Thorn, 733
Nash Dr.. Murray; Mrs.
Louise Williams, Rt. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Floy Patterson. 1005 Poplar St.,
Murray; Miss
Rosemary McWane,
Hardin.

4

Mrs. Ruth Cooper, Rt.
1, Hazel ,. rd ward Fitts,
Rt. 1, P ryear, Tenn.'
Mrs. Chester. Orr, 236
Nance Cicle,- Paris,
Tenn.

Lease To Own A

Youth event Saturday

avaT#gar
Television
19 inch Portable
25 inch Consoles
Models With Crr Without
Remote Control

Sunday,July 14
"Talley's Folly" will
be presented by Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park. For informaticin call 759-1752.
AA will ineet at 4 p.m.
at American 'Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Jeffrey Cemetery
Homecoming will be
held today.:
————
Second day of Men's
Medal Play Golf Tournament will be at Murray Country Club.
————
Coffee honoring the
Rev. Andre Trevathan
and family will start at
8:15 a.m. on patio of St.
John's, Episcopal
Church.
————
Organizational
meeting for girls' softball team at Calloway
County High SC11-001 Will
be at 2 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of
Murray. For information call 753-0959.
———
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in..
elude Solar Hot Water at
p.m.. at Empire Farm
and Nature's Grab Bag
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
Youth Council of
Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 5:15
pp, in office of Milton
Gresham, minister of
youth and music.
——
Teachers' Appreciation Dinner- of Seventh
and Poplar Church of

The

The Showcase
753.4641

7534541

121 By•Peas

Shacase
121 Ely Pas

PLIPII IltWI

We're Growing
To Get Your
Business
753-8201

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER
200 E Mon
- -

'53 ;201

SAVE
On Women's Fashions
DRESSES

SWIMWEAR

Junior • Missy • Petite • Half Size
Spring & Summer I/ I/
Reg 46 00 to 110 00 /3 T3 /2 OH

Entire Stock of 1985 s Best New
Styles
1 2 OFF
Rog 20 00 to 56 00 1A 10 /

COORDINATES

ACTIVEWEAR

Top.Brands ForJuniors_.&.MiSly.S2
Entire Stock
/ • 2/
Reg 15 00 to 78 043 /3 TO /3 OFF

A_Rovful Addition IfLADY_
R
W
eg
arld:0e
0
b to 38 00.

SWEATERS

PANTS

Many 100% Cotton& Other Supiiier Favorites
1/ 1/
-Reg 16 00 to 62 0.0 /4 TO/3 OFF

Junior & Missy Styles In Many
Great Colors
• 1/ 1/. .
Reg 20 00 to 38 00 /3 TO i2 OFF

KNIT TOPS

JEANS Selected Styles of America's
Favorites
Reg 26 00 to 36 00 V3 1o/ OFF

Comfort & Great Looks That Also
Includes IZOD
Reg 10 00 to 38 00

1
20,,
'/3 /

10,00

TO/2OFF

BLOUSES

SKIRTS

Beautiful Fashion Blouses For
Missys & Juniors I/ 1 /
Reg 20 00 to 46 00
/4 ,../3 OFF

Beautiful Styles For Juniors And
Missys
Reg 30 00 to 48 00

SHIRTS

SHORTS

Colorful Styles Ideal For Casual
Comfort

Hot Summer Shorts Ready For A
Good Time
/,
1/ 1/
Reg 10 CC to 36 00
/4'

Reg 20 00 to 34 00

/
3 OFT—
/
11 4 101

A.

SHOES

BRAS

National Brands In Dressy And
Casual Styles
Reg 25 00'o64 00 1//3
1/2
/ off

Top Brands ln A Great Selection
Of Styles
Reg 12 50 to 1' 7'2p
'0
0 OFF

HANDBAGS

LINGERIE

Entire Stock of Summer s Best
Styles
1
2 OFF
Reg 400 to 65 CC 1,/1 - /

FOMOVS-8fOrld Nantes-thlbarvear-Sleepwear.
. 1/ 1/
Reg 300 10 45 Of.' /3 'n /2 OFF

BELTS

LOUNGE WEAR

Fashion Belts Right To Complete
"The took
Reg 3 50 to 38 30

Famous Nome Robes Dusters and
ScuffsReg 26 OC lo 46 D. 1/
1/
2 OFF
3

HATS
.:1FF

PANTYHOSE
-fitatMti-TheCfeck's Nude & Naughty _.
BUY 18
GET I
Reg 53 7,

311

Beautiful Accenis For Your Summer
Wardrobe
1/3 ,2/3 oFf
Reg 0 00 to 64 OC

Top-Off Your Summer wardrobe
With A Hat
1.,

Reg

OC to 58 C(

• Briefs & Bikinis

/
1 4 tc.Y3 OFF

OFF

FP-16-

40- 4/

FREE

JEWELRY

Entire Stock Vanity Fair' Pam
Maidenform Playtex
1•
Reg 350 to 9 SC /4

.

All Spring & Summe .s.,,s
Clothing1/2 Off & More

* Dresses

Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
and silver

• Blouses
*Tops
*Skirts
Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
New shipment
*Shorts
Guess Jeans
for back to school *Sleepwear
*Pants
*Socks
*Handbags
*Belts
Jewelry
*Swimsuits

ir

\
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Christian Women's Club plans luncheon
The Christian
Women's Club of Muriay will have a "Oh,
Sew Beautiful Luncheon" on Tuesday. July 16. from noon to 2
p.m.- at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Highway
641 North. The cost will

7:30 p.m.—Each Night

Robin Wadley

be $4.50 per person.
A "Sew and Tell"
Fashion Show will be
presented. Cheryl
Crouch will present
local ladies who have
me..tie their own
fashions, illustrating not
only the beauty, but em -

phasing the economy of McCall's and Vogue patclothing made especial- terns with a personal
ly to please the wearer. touch and wide variety
Featured will be of trim and fabrics.
children's clothing,. Karin Thomas of
ladies dress and leisure Paducah will be the
wear, maternity and featured speaker and
bridal fashions. Models also will be the guest
have used Simplicity, musician. She received
her Bachelor of Music
d egree Irom
Westminister Choir College, -Princeton, N.J.,
and has a performing
arts degree from the
Academy of Vocal Arts,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Thomas also has
sung in summer stock at
New York City and at
other placgs on the East
Coast. She and her husband, Dennis, are the
parents of two children,
Shauna Alicia, 16, and
Tara Elizabeth, 15.
A nursery for
preschoolers will be
available at a cost of $1
per family at the
Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets.
Reservations for the
nursery as well as the
luncheon should be
made by noon on Monday, July 15, by calling
Freda Lovett, 753-3999,

112 PRICE SALE

NOW IN PROGRESS

Shows for men, women & children
Moore's

Flat Exterior Latex

BURNETT SHOES

• Masonry &
House Paint

41001US j!
1 11.11101

DOWNTOWN PARIS

CHECK OUT
(COLORTYME.
)

Vol-Pro 800 Flat Latex

or Bobbie Wuest,
753.6061.
Christian Women's
Clubs, an international
organization, meet monthly throughout the
world.
"One of more than
2,200 clubs worldwide,
we are not affiliated
with any particular
church or denomination. Although we have
ladies from many of the
area churches, we
choose not to stress the
Individual church or
denomination, but the
person who comes to the
meeting instead," said
Edna Butler, 'local
chairman.
"There are no dues,
no membership, you do
not have to 'join'
anything, just Come to
enjoy the food, music
and whatever is on program," Mrs. Butler
added.
All interested ladies
are welcome to attend.
The ladies who take the -.
reservations are happy
to answer any questions
concerning the
meetings or the nursery
provided.

'Young Career Woman'
nominations are needed

The Murray Business expense of the
state in
and Professional the summer
of 1986.
Women's Club announcCommunity and civic
ed today that it is seek- groups,
as well as inRent-To-Own A Name Brand Product
ing nominations from dividuals
throughout the
the area for its 1985-86
-1 Rent-To-Own Without A Credit Hassle
community, are invited
"Young Career
to nominate an inRefit-To-0.m Without A Down Payment Or Deposit
Woman" award.
dividual for this coveted
This award, given an- award.
Rent-To-Own Without Extra Service And Repair Charges
nually, recognizes the
Rent-To-Own Without Long Term Obligations
Nominations should
professional ac- be
submitted by Friday,
Rent-To-Own By Telophonie
complishments of local Aug.
2, 1985, by mailing
women who have attain- them
Rent-To-Own For immediate Delivery
to Brenda
.
. , •
e d sigrlificant Rowland,1-703 Audubon
wiaritit CenntienCe
achievements in their Dr.,
Murray,
Ky. 42071.
We're America's Largest Rent-To-Own System because we check out best with our customers.
careers.
Additional informaThe woman chosen tion may be obtained
by
(COLORTYME..)
GE
locally will represent calling Marlene
the Murray Business Slaughter
C.Colorryntir Inc. 19115
Independently Owned and Operated
at 753-3536 or
MI al
111MI III
•III OM OM
II VALUABLE COUPON
and Professional Mrs.
Rowland at
Women's Club at the 753-8013.
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR $10 OFF YOUR 1ST MONTH'S RENT'
I
regional competition.
•No Credit hassle
•Rent-To-Own Plan
The regional winner will
No Long-Term Obligation •No Down Payment •
advance to state com•No Deposit
•Service Included
petition at the Kentucky
•Rent By Phone
•Immediate Delivery 111
Federation annual
TV•ilideo• Audio• Appliances
convention.
204 S. 4th St.
11110-10-0WN SYSTEM
I AMPOCA111
To be eligible for the
•.Riputar Rates Apply After let Month
award, the candidate
JUST PRESENT THIS COUPON AT STORE OR ON DELIVERY
immelmommimanumisoniosimaimsemmeemommonmerimmommuil— must:
Be between the
ages of 21 and 30 inclusive on July 31, 1986;
r Be or have been,
employed in business or
her profession at least
one year of full-time
work experience in that
career area;
.0. Be outstanding in
ast and present
SELECTED — Daina
scholastic work, com- Crick has been named a
munity service and/or 1985 United States Nac'hurch,work ;
tional Award winner in
Be living, working, Leadership by the
training or continuing United States Achieveher education in the ment Academy.She was
area served by the stale nominated for this
Ladies
federation she award by Betty Riley,
represents;
her English teacher at
Support the goals, Calloway County High
objectives and School. She is the
legislative platform of daughter of David and
the National Federation Marcia Crick. Her
Starting At $
of Business and Profes- grandparents are Mr.
4
25
sional Woman's Clubs, and Mrs. Earl W. Crick,
Ladies
Ladies
Inc., and be available, if Rt. 2, Murray, and Mr.
chosen, to attend the na- and Mrs. Witham A.
tional convention at the Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter.

BEFORE YOU
RENT OR BUY

5 Gal. Buckets

F

Gal.
$
6
99

Vol-Pro 900 Latex Enamel
$099
Ar Gal.

n
n
n
n

-

WHAT You WANTAT

1

Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering
1210 Main St., Murray, Ky.

•
• f...COLORTYME)

753-3080

' SHOP US FIRST

Rickman
:014
Norsworthy -4/110
LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC

•

500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sat.

759-44871

Summer Clearance

$850

Swimsuits

As Low As
- Ladies

Pullovers
Starting

ntroductory Offer

o

At

$650

Cotton Skirts

Starting at

$85°

Crop Tops
$600
Starting at

Men's

Muscle Shirts
$550
Men's

Swim Trunks
$400
Starting at

Men's
Wind Breaker

Shorts
Come In And
Register For A
Free Gift Certificate
To Be Given
Away Saturday!

Name Brands At Discounted Prices!

SHOP AND SAVE

FACTORY OUTLET CLOTHING
CASH & CARRY

SALE ENDS 7-15-85

Dixieland Center, Chestnut St. 753-0082
Open 9:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
9:00-7:00 Fri.

Pharmacy & Your Health
Holland Drugs on
New For Reflux
Heartburn is a common problem that is not
related in any way to the heart. Ri ther, there is
a backing up or re/lax of stomach -a ids into the
esophagus. Many drugs and food relax the
. sphincter that helps keep stomach acid in its
place and contribute to discomfort. These include
alCohol, caffeine, ,narcotics, several asthma
medicines, chocolate, peppermint: and fruit
juices.
Antacids and other ulcer medicines have been
-the medicines of most importance in reducing
heartburn complaints. Now mcipelopramide, a
preseription-only medicine, is being approved.
..for use in reflux disease. Metoclopramide seems
to provide heartburn relief by at least two mechanisms. First, it increases the tone of the sphincter that separates the esophagus from the
stomach, keeping acid from slipping into the
esophagus. Seeortd, metocloprarriide seems to
relax the sphincter that separates the stomach
from the lower dipstive tract, speeding the
removal of acid and food ttom the slilmach.

Th
Wig I
cure(
estirr
recc
Caro
acrer
last 3
"Ir
from
repoi
pecte
per a
than
more
Sur
reaul
gbvei
allotr

The timing of the dose of metoclopramide is
important. If the medicine ioiiken more than '2
kit]rs beforesympfroms-usuarcroccur,there_
M'a.Y .
Is' no beneficial effect.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phbne 753-1462
IT east,11.

•
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favored whole grains and unsaturated abuse these. substanc
es
fat products. disdained tobacco and
high-fat junk foods and encouraged Send_ your questions to Dr. Om-at
exercise as he grows older You might P() Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101also pray aloud that he would be Unu- Due to volume of mail, individual
sual enough to avoid alcohol and questions cannot be answered QuesPeter .
drugs when he enters sg.hool and is tions of general interest will be
Gott, M.D. under tremendous social pressure to answered in future columns

DR.GOTT

Nicholasville barber marks 90 years
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Birthdays are nothing special
for Buford Johns, who observed
his 90th in the usual place - his
barber shop.
.

cation between the two men
focused on backyard gardens.
But Johns has been a barber
long enough to know there are •
times to snip and talk and times
"to tattp.and keep quiet.
It been a fixture an Main
"It goes according to the
Street since 1930 and the only
customer," he said."Some don't
thing that's changed are the" want you to talk. You just
pass a"
prices.
few words, maybe about the
weather."
When Johns started out, a
One subject - politics - is off
haircut was 35 cents and a shave
limits,
cost a quarter. Today, he
"Some people are kind of funcharges $3 for most "regular"
ny.
If they think you're for one
haircuts. He hasn't shaved
side, they might fall out with
anyone but himself for 15 years.
you," Johns said.
A native of Jessamine County,
"This man is $3 because he
he worked at several jobs in
comes in all the time," Johns exNicholasville before enrolling in
plained as he trimmed the back
the Old Reliable Barber College
of John Dawson's neck with a
in Cincinnati.
straight razor. "If they let it get
His shop is sparsely furnished
a little longer and a little longer,
and contains the two hydraulic
it goes to $4 and $5."
chairs that Johns purchased
Dawson, 81, has been a
secondhand when he went into
customer for about 20 years. His
business.
visits have been more frequent
"since I became a widower and
started courting again."
He had brought in a gallon jug.
filled with beans, so the conver-

So. Illinois site
still on list for
Saturn plant
ANNA,Ill.(AP)- A Southern
Illinois site is one of five finalists
for-the General Motors Corp.
Saturn plant, a local official
says, despite doubts by a state
director that Illinois remains in
the running.
Three dozen states are competing for the plant, and GM is
expected to announce where it
will be located later this month.
Competition has been hot for the
facility, which is expected to
create thousands of jobs.
On Tuesday, Mike Woeiffer,
•-direetor -of the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs, said to his
knowledge, GM hasn't laid the
groundwork in Illinois for
locating the facility in the state.
But Herman Wright, who
heads the Union County Industrial Committee, told a news
conference Wednestlay that
.unidentified sources at GM tell
him Union County remains in
the running for the plant.
"We know through sources in
Detroit that we are one of the remaining top five sites in the
United States," Wright said.
"We know that they have visited
our site in Union County. This
has been done since June 20."
Wright said he has been asked
.by GM to renew until September
an option on 1,147 acres, located
five miles outside of Anna.
He also said he has been told
by GM officials that the company has not asked for land permits anywhere in the country
and that the company doesn't intend to do so until a final decision is made on the site.
A delegation of Union County
and GM officials are scheduled
to meet in Washington July 25 to
discuss Union County's chances
of landing Saturn, Wright said.
Robin Skiles, a spokeswoman
for the- Department of Commerce and Community Affairs,
said Wednesday Woeffler stands
by his comments.

Frances Drake

efrA

JUST ONE STOP

14 Kt. Solid
GoldeJewelers

V,SA

* -J

SUMMER
---- \ CLEARANC
/

:41

0

00
la it
siCti1
9
00f
'
Rompers
9.
99
,..,...,„,...
4
Reg. To 19.99

is not located in

SHELTER
INSURANCE

101115_„,„

MOB 6th St.

759-1033

9S.,'a•••ce

L TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

TR
EA
S
BUILDING CENTERS

0

759-4026

House
Paint
12.88

10'

size
First Quality

224

1.99 an

5.59

WaferBoard

2:11

2.1111

4.59

'4.39

axe

5.89

2212

T.19

/
1
4"4 ft. x 8 ft.

89'

4.119

Economy

12'

5.79

16'
4.69

We Offer

T.911

90 Days
Same
As
Cash!*

10.55 14.29
•

10 Ounce

9'X7'
Wood

_

Air Conditioner Sale
5,000 BTU.... $229.95
9,100 BTU. .$385.95
120011,
BTU. ..$59..95

Wrought Iron

Garage Door

169.00
With Glass

Silicone
Caulk

Railing

2.88

-

4 ft. Section

*To Qualified Buyers
. Prices Good Thai fl5

88°
With Rebate

taw

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri,
7:36 HI 300
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

BUIL
DING
CENTERS

[759:
4026

Reg. To 10.99

Reg. To 14.99

Reg. 17.99

Pants .1. 7.R g. To 21.99
Cheeno's i up an
Pants la.P.7.7 Reg. 24.99
Sundresses

15.99

Electrial Sale
Double Outlet....39c
Wall Switch
49°
100 ft Ext.
Cord
6 98

Studs

?mated Piss - Ostdser Moot

Jellies 2 For 4.00
Shoes Or
Reg. 4.99
2.99Each
Tank
drib Ank n
Tops
3..,,Y._ Reg. To 7.99
Summer Handbags

Reg. To 39.99

2x 4

TREATED LUMBER
SALE!

,

Summer i0 nn

4.

AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRIDE.
SHIELD
Of
SHELTER

\ik!;1:,:
'“ ar
-,

Reg. To 21.99

Dan ('ullen

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1293

,

' 4.99&996-.99.,-o.
Polo
Shirts 6.99
Cartoon
Tops 6.99
Terry
Cover-Ups 6.99
Dressy
Blouses 8.99

Im

•HEALTH
•LIFE
'CAR •HOME
'FARM.'BUSINESS

2 Gallon

r

.,

Yet

5 Gal.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Production of flue-cured tobacco,
the most abundant kind produced in the United States, could
drop to 774 million.pounds this
year, the smallest harvest since
1941. the Agriculture Department said.

•

Your Individual
Horoscope

''9.99

Flue-cured tobacco
is smallest harvest
since 1941 crop

The department's Crop Reporting Board said Wednesday fluecured acreage for 1985 harvest is
estimated at 382,000 acres, a
record low mark. North
Carolina, with two-thirds of the
acreage, is down 7 percent from
last year.
"Indicated production is down
from 1984 in all states," the
report said. "Xields are,
pected to- average 2,138 pounds
per acre.,68 pounds per acre less
than last year but 134 pounds
more than.in 1983."
Surpluses of tobacco have
resulted in cutbacks in the.
glovernment's annual acreage
allotments.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DRU GOTT
1 have
Meniere's Disease Can 'a change in
my eating habits help this?
DEAR READER - Meniere's disease is a disorder of the inner ear and
is characterized by loss of hearing
and balance, and by a hissing or buzzing in the ears. Nobody knows what
causes it and there is no cure. If you
eat a balanced diet, additional foods
or vitamins are unneccessary
'
The symptoms of Meniere's disease
may result from other, readily treatable conditions. Check with an ear,
nose and throat specialist. If you truly
have Meniere's. he may be able to
offer you respite from- your symptoms
DEAR DR GOTT My husband is
*26. 5 feet 11 and weighs 148 During
the winter he works a a ski instructor, and he is fit, doesn't drink or
smoke and is in fine health. In spite of
this. I 0..Torry that he may be a candidate for future heart disease. He eats
healthy foods from all four food
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the groups, but loves to
load on extra
forecalligiven for Your birth sign.
utter, drinks six to eight cups of cof'Flee a day and eats about a dozen eggs
FORIDAY,JULY 12, 1985
ARIES
a week. His blood pressure is normal'
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
DEAR READER - Congratulaflat (Oct.23w Nov.21)
Property interests are favored
It's best to follow the good advice tions, on being the -recipietit of this
today, but extravagance could lead to of a partner today. Don't be reluctant week's Healthy Spouse A-ward. About
the only suggestion I can make.is that
regrets by nightfall. Do your best to to go along. You may be too
cautious he switch from
butter to polyunsatuconserve funds.
at present.
rated margarine. In addition, he -may
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
choose to limit his coffee consump(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de tion to two to three cups a day, and
Take the ball into your own hands
There are problems in connection his egg intake to five to
six per week.
and do not count on the support of with 'Work today, but you
seem to A healthy man like him is more likely
others. Despite confusing trends, have the ability to straighten
out what to get into difficulty on the ski slopes
you're mentally sharp.
could be a mess.
than at the breakfast table. If. his
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
serum cholesterol. is normal and he
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
continues to keep fit, he will probably
You're on the right track in monetYou could spend money unwisely be around for years.
ary interests, but at ,times today, now. Overcome a sense of
DEAR DR. GOTT - I haye heard
inhibition
you're'sidetracked. Don't advertise to enjoy what should be
that
babies have to cut down on
especially
your moves.
cholesterol. My 4-year-old eats two
happy romantic times.
eggs every day. Is this bad?
CANCER
AQUARIUS
DEAR READER - Cholesterol
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
deposits
start to line the arteries at a
It's you who should take charge in
Some are working overtime today
surprisingly early age. A significant
planning a group function. Today, on a project. Though you
won't get number of young
servicemen who
you'll be aware of others' deficien- the feedback you seek, you'll
still be died
during the Korean War were.
cies. Evening is best. ynaking progress.
found to have cholesterol plaques_
LEO
PISCES
Wirlor Since there appears to be a relation(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
now ship between cholesterol deposits.
The more people involved the less
Morning hours require care in atherosclerosis
(hardening of the
will be accomplished: -Careerwise, speech. Later, yoU'll. find
. either arteries) and vascular diseases, we
work at your own pace.from behind romance or travel to your
lilting. would probably enjoy better health if
the scenes today.
Creativity is at a peak.
we consumed less dietary cholesterol.
_VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
The situation regarding cholesterol
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
and a bit of a showman. There is a and heart disease is, however, a comIt may be a late start for those tendercy, though, for you to scatter plex problem that also
involves
planning a weekend getaway. Still: your energies. It is when you concen- exercise, smoking and alcohol
,.
the night hours favor your social trate on one thing that you achieve consumption.
prospects.
Two eggs a day for a 4-year-old is
success. You have a good sense of
LIBRA
humor and a good idea of what the certainly at the upper limit of
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
public wants. You belong in creative normal. I am more concerned,
though, about what his or her dietary
Things don't fAll into place until areas,though you can also succeed
in habits will
be in three, five or 10
late in the day in career and financial business and politics. Birthday
of: Bill years. You' would
probably serve his
moves. You'll meet challenges Cosby, actor; Milton Berle, comedian
; best 'Interests if- you. by
example,
head-on.
and Andrew Wyeth. painter.

Asphalt
Roof
Coating

...Of course we hope Mr.
Wright is correct," she said.
,"But we stand by the director's
realistic assessment that, based
on previous economic development projects, a project of this
magnitude shouldr have had
several processes transpired by
now. And we are not aware that
any of these steps have been
taken."

Read the classifieds
ockTivlx-NI;vwkw-wwww

Specialist may,l'
help ear problem

Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

All Swimsuits
321Md MAO 3123M) - 9g00-651 33MA 1101
11V ,

••••

"I don't fool with styling. If it
had come along when I was
younger, I might have, but not
now. I know some new ones
(shojis) started up and they are
gone now. I didn't go in them,
but people who did said
everything was up to date and
expensive and they're gone
now."
There was no celebration at
the shop Tuesday to mark the
beginning of Johns' 10th decade.
He has no plans for retiring
because "I don't want to rust
out. I would rather wear out
than rust out.
"I like this as a place to work
and a place to meet friends and
customers. A lot of my old
customers aren't around any
more, but a lot of new ones come
In."
They quickly learn that Johns'
only concession to age is a
shorter work day - from 9:30
a.m. until noon.

50% Off

Reg. To 39.99

Ocean Pacific
Sportswear

40% To 50%Off ,
Dress Sale

Reg. To 45.99

40% To 60% Off
All Misses

Summer Sportswear

40% To 50% Off i
Back To School
Layaway Special:
Jeans Sale ..

19.

9
9Reg. To 36.00

Levrt', • Chic
( • Lee'
'
Calvin Klein' • Zeno'

Misses and Junior Sizes •Selected Basic Styles

.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

Central Shcwing Center
Murray, KSI:.
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SEARS

Catalog Sales Store

ONE-OF-A-KINP SPECIALS
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
CAT#

Ili A It

DESCRIRTION •

5004 12 in. UW TV
5050 12 in. 114W TV

NOW-

SAVE

73.99

49.99. •

24.00

119.99

51.99
99.19

68.00
50.00
50.00

1,99.99

299.99
399.99

100.00

53321 14DA•4 Program
VCR Program

364.99

299.99

65.00

5332 14DA•1 Program
VCR

494.99

289.99

205.00

91867 Stereo
85731 Rug Power Cleaner

244.99
230.99

159.99
169.99

85.00

94151 Compact Refrigerator

104:99

74.99

30.00

489.99
,1034.99

329.99
794.99

160.00
240.00

5117 , 19 in. UW TV

TRUCKLOAD SALE

WAS

149.99
349.99

42111 itin.-Color TV
42201 19 in. Color TV

29938 5 HP Tiller ;
29976 6 HP her Tine Tiller
34631 Heavy Duty
Upright Vac. •

254.99

61.00

152.99

102.00

LOWEST PRICE EVER!

SAVE s200

PRICES INCLUDE
SHIPPING,
NORMAL
INSTALLATION, DRYER
VENTING EXTRA

9999
WHITE

EXTRA
CAPACITY
ELECTRIC
DRYER

EXTRA..
CAPACITY
WASHER

#88852
#65731

1.4 cu.ft. MICROWAVE OVEN

# 23801

LARGECAPACITY PAIR
SAVE '190

WASHER
DRYER

'359.99
274.99

SAVE'60

Includes
Delivery

• 4 stages
• Whole meal
• Auto defrost

0NONWLy

s29999

SAVE '105

#4105
25". Remote Control

-Dual Cassette

COLOR T.V.

COLOR CONSOLE

COMPACT STEREO

'49999

,r.
(D.7.1t Y

$ 29999
(Includes shipping)

NOW ONLY
FE85531

S 1 3999

(inciudes shippingidelivery(

SAVE'155

• Why rent?

- #91866

19" Quartz Tuned

SAVE '165

WN7032

#15152

Built in Dishwasher

15.1 Cu. Ft. Kenmore

with 3-LEVEL WASH

CHEST FREEZER

Power Mate

Cablevision will be
video taping children for
Child Find at our studios
starting at 11:30.
Artcraft
Photography
Bel-Air Center
753-0035

Grand 0
Gold S
Reg. '38
Reg. $59
Reg. '88
Reg. '277
Reg. $500

'225° (1

14 Kt. Gold Bracelets
Reg. $38
Reg. $40
Large selection of gc.nuin ,:,
Twist-A-Fossel Beads sl
(10 or more 75c each)

Starting a I. $29

SAVE S15

Diamond, Ruby , Sap
Emerald, at d sto

19.6 Cu. ft. All Frostless
Refrigerator-Freezer
with Ice-Maker

AP24390

Gold Jewelers
Unique Body
Fitness Center

14 Kt. Gold Wedd

(Price includes shipping)

SAVE'65

14 Kt. Solid

14 Kt. Gold Earrings $
14 Kt. Gold Add -A -Bead N
POWER
SPRAY
CARPET
CLEANER

#4140

Welcome To The
Bel-Air Center

14 Kt. Solidi Go

• Easy Loader
door
• Automatic
-Fabric Matter
• Wrinkle guard I

• 2 speeds
• 8 cycles.
•
• Self-cleaning lint
filter
• Dual action
agitator

Sat., July 11
9-4 p.
Bel Air
Shopping eni

• Humidrawer
• Reversible Textured
steel doors
•Dynawhite coated
shelves

50

- _ZD 0

One Group Diam
Starting at

NOW
ONLY
F

ONLY

(PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING & NORMAL INSTALLATION)

Cabbage Patch Kid's
'Custwn Wor
Your Design or
All Types of jewelr

• ALL PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING, MANY INCLUDE DELIVERY COLOR AVAILABLE FOR EXTRA CHARGE
Saftstaction guaranteed or your money pact
r

Seem Roebuck end Co.. INS

SE
,pridi I'Let el

Gold Jew
Br.l M,

Shopping C..n

0.40"
, Nr.•

•-•

-'• t

TH1: MI RRAIr LEDGER & TIMES
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13th

Join in the fun with The Bel-Air Merchants by
welcoming Unique Body Fitness Center & 14Kt.
Solid Gold Jewelers to the Bel-Air Shopping
Center!

enter
The
'ter

20%

rill be
ren for
audios

OFF

Bel-Air Center

753-9555

d Opening
Id1 Sale!

OVERBY
HONDA
'

Now$13
21
31
$97
166

Now

Fitness Center and
14,Kt. Solid
Gold Jewelers

MURRAY
TELtw, r.o.ociiHWATCHING

HOT DEALS
FROM SINGER

14 Kt. Gold Charms
Starting at '6" and up

Id Wedding Bands
gal$29 and up
uby , Sapphire, Pearl,
ai d Stone Rings

Values TO $12.00

Scissor Sharpening

4AU Each
Saturday,*.luly 13 Only

Custcnn Work
r Design or Ours
es of Jewelry Repair

Kt. Solid
Jewelers
,•.ito.;

I

$ 1.00 Each

70%

A or shnppinq

HONDA

Entire Stock
Vogue Patterns

0 Off
up Diamond Rings
S2.85

I .=.- - •

WELCOME
Unique Body

CABLE

$13
$16

i _I*3

We are the one stop for all
your vacuum needs, plus we
are the authorized Packy the
Shipper, shipping by ground,
Next Day Air and 2nd Day
Air.

Please bring your child by.
Thi1/
is a very important issue
ancLit
could save a ch;lc.1's life.

$9
Now

753-6926

753-2706

Now $

race lets

Makeup

Keel's Vacuum
Sales & Service

We all have heard the stories and
read the newspaper reports, and
naturally, we can sympathize with
their plight and the anguish of their
parents. .
There's something MURRAY
CABLEVISION is doing to help
this situation so it is less likely to
happen in our community.

Id Earrings s1.0 and up
dd-A-Bead Necklace Chains
225° (16", 18", 20", 24")

Bel

mid

753-4092

SATURDAY, JULY 13th, 11:30
A.M.-3:30 P.M. SET UP AT ART
CRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY, Mt
RAY CABLEVISION WILL
VIDEOTAPING
CHILDREN.
THIS VIDEOTAPE IS FREE AND
WILL BE KEPT ON RECORD TO
HELP AID IN FINDING THEM
SHOULD THEY:EVER BECOME
MISSING!

olici Gold Chains

rturig at $199°
Patch Kid's Rings

k

used
roadbikes will be discounted
10% from the already low
prices!
Save $$$ and make your Summer Fun Celebration last all year!

Personalized
Free Per Item
• •. MEMORIES

ds
ach)

Per,011,ilizc,1

Over
by Honda's
i.

Friday & Saturday Only
* 1 Name

.aphy

MERLE noRmAn
FRI. AND SAT. ONLY

Storewide
With Purchase of /11
'3" or More

:er

on purchases mCr
g de
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Save as much as 10%

Bel Air Center

$1,000 worth of cash & prizes
will be given away including
a color T.V. donated by Sears

I.% 111. 19t4.5

1.

Register For FREE Gifts

New Singer Sewing Machines
From

$99.50 Up
MURRAY SEWING I
CENTER

APPROVED DEALERBEL-AIR CENTER 753-5323
A Twiemao. Tt.e S,q9e,
VISA-MC-FINANCING AVAILABLE

Ø-w.It.

' See a demonstration of the
Hondaline` Panasonic Radio Intercom System
in the Honda Goldwing Aspencade.

_

Special Prices on all
New Honda Motorcycles,
In Stock
Example: New VF700C Magna
List '3,398 Celebration Price $2,695
At Least 10% off most models.

OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air Center
753-4092
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Attorney's claims rejected

or.
-ssevr•••••--

Join in the fun with The Bel-Air Merchants by welcoming Unique Body
Fitness Center & 14Kt. Solid Gold
Jewelers to the Bel-Air Shopping
Center!

Sat., July 13th
9-4 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center
$1,000 worth of cash & prizes
will be given away including
a color T.V. donated by Sears

Unique Body
Fitness Center
i

had accepted illegal limitations on criminal
cash contributions.
prose Cu t Idn had
The Hubbard cam- expired.
paign responded with a• Lexington attorney
countersuit against the Foster Ockerman, a
FRANKFORT Ky. fees under a federal
Kentucky Registry of former registry chair(API- U.S., District statute designed to en- Election
Finance and man and one •of those
Judge Thomas Ballan- courage civil-rights other
state officials, listed as a'defendant in
tine Jr. has rejected a lawsuits.
claiming they were ac- ,the case, said he agreed
$115,710.12 claim from
Ballantine, in rejec- ting to embarrass Hubruling.
attorneys who worked ting the claim last week, bard
in the closing days ' He said public offor. Rep. Carroll Hub- ruled that state officials of th
1979 primary.
ficials "certainly
bard during a state in- were acting in their ofA registry audit later shouldn't be subjected
vestigation of his 1979 ficial capacities, and not reported
that Hubbard's to judgments for atgubernatorial personally, and thus
campaign had collected torneys' fees" when accampaign.
could not be liable fbr more than $110,000
in ting in an official
The lawyers, in- the fees.
anonymous contribu- capacity.
cluding the Democratic
The istquest lor fees, tions. The audit was
Fred Goldberg of
congressman's brother, filed in '19834 resulted released
in February Louisville, one of HubKyle Hubbard of from an investigation 1984,
nearly five years bard's campaign
Louisville, argued that Into allegationi that
after the issue arose and Lawyers, said he was
they were entitled to Hubbard's campaign after
the statute of reviewing the ruling and
would decide next week
on an appeal.
Other defendants
were John Craig, then
the registry's executive
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
direttor• and board
members Elmer Carrell, Charles Coy, C.J.
Industrial Average
+ 2.80
I.B.M.
1231/2 +1/s McNally and Austin
Air 1:r.odlets
54/
1
2 + 1/2
Jerrico
201/2 +1/4 'Mann; Dale Bryant,
Apple C4imputer ,
17% •1
/
2
Johnson & Johnson
47/
1
2 unc then commonwealth's
American Telephone
1
2
Kmart
23/
1
2 .+/
36/
1
2 unc attorney of Breathitt
Briggs & Stratton
Mary Kay Cosm.
271
/
2 +%
13/
1
4 -Vs County; Tipton Reed,
Chrysler
34 -1
/
2.
JCPenney
491/2 unc then commonwealth's
Dollar Gen. Store
•
26 unc
Penwalt
38% +/
1
2 attorney of Graves
Dupont
57/
1
2 -1
/
2
Quaker Oats
52% + 4/2 County; and Robert
Durakon
13/
1
4 .•'/2
Sears
36% -1
/
2 Stephens, a former KenFord
43% -1/2
Texaco
36% -1/11 tucky att9rney general
61/4 +/
Forum Group
571/4
Time Inc.
1
2
who is now chief justice
+
G.A.F.
• 36 unc
35% +
U.S. Tobacco
of the Kentucky
General Motors
oks -/
1
4
Wal-Mart
50/
42 +% Supreme Court.
GenCorp, Inc.
1
4
Wendy's
46/
1
4 +/
17% •Vs
%
Goodrich
30%
C.E.F. Yield
7.12
1
4
Goodyear
281/4 ./

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

6, can

10/1,141. Orunps up
70 below the ground
035 4343 or 435 4314
Oil Now Noul ,
1 ,t Grovel

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

• PAY LESS AT PAY LESS• PAY LESS AT PAY LES AT PAY L • PAY LESS AL

Bel-Air Center
753-1785

In

Rates:
Standard Base Price $25/mo.
Special Group Rates $20/mo.
Family Rates
$30/mo.
MSU-& Staff Members
$20/mo. with I.D.'s

*Machines set up for convenience and safety.
*Relaxing Atmosphere
•Open 12 Hrs. A Day
*Ample Parking
*Located Centrally in the Shopping Center
No Time Limit! No Appointment Necessary
Mon.-Sun.- 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Come watch our Power Lift Demonstration Sat., July 13th,
12:30-1 p.m. We will also have question & answer sections
throughout the day! Join Us!

>a

PAY LESS
PHARMACY

1205 Chestnut St.
753-2547
Annette Owen—Pharmacist

V

15.
41

TRANSFER YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO
PAY LESS PHARMACY. IT'S EASY, IT'S SIMPLE.
A. Bring In Your Bottle From Your Prevlous Pharmacy
B. Our Pharmacist Will Contact Your Doctor For A New Prescription
C. Our Pharmacist Will Fill Your Prescription At Pay Less Low Everyday Price

SEE HOW GENERICS SAVE YOU MONEY:•

Ivil-eg 11"
r.wr

may yam .tightly

Hours
M -F, 9-6
Sat 9-5
Sun., 1,-5

Ifi

Pie
r
I
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ort
s
Bel Air Center
Murray

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Fantastic Value
Save 40%
Choice of 3 Complete Meals
With Salad Bar & Drink

ON,$2 99
Chopp

ed Steak & Mushrooms
8 oz. Chopped Steak & Stuff
Chicken _Fried Steak

Norinyl

Box of 100

Coupon Expiros 7-18-115

6
95

$9.65

Reg. and Lo-Dose

SHOP & COMPARE
Benaciry!

T SNT:
yEII
R

PREPARATIONH
•e'

Benadryl
Complete Alergy
Medicine
24 Capsules

Preparation H
Hemorrhoid Relief
Ointment

$188

ox.

$189

Dimetapp Tablets
12's

• Extra Strength

Tylenol
$4219
50 Capsules NIP
Fibermed

Cold And Allergy Relief

High Fiber Supplement

•

FIBE

•Natural
•Fruit Flavor

dm

$229

$2
78

24's

Box Of 14 Wafers

Efferdent

6

Good From. 11:00-4:00 P.M.Sat.
BEL AIR CENTER

On New Or
Transferred
Prescriptions

d

H4Misolosql furnishings

Insulin
Suringes

$2.00 OFF

$9.85

The Continuing Achrenture

B-D
• SS31 A • •

8919.

5.•
74,
Fp.

WITH COUPON

•

Puri Stools
13 T1, reg 7"
1441. reg 9
,
9

67"
74"
82"

7-0

• •

Burt Etageres
"•4 H rug 89"
611 H, reg. 999,
till, H. rcg,10994
7211 reR,119"

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
ON BIRTH
CONTROL
LoOvral

7

surnmertimc furitture though
Islanders handweave bun into
durable. lightweight chairs
etageres, stools. tables. chests
for all seasons

7

The tight airs look of hun certainfs suits summer scenes and
crum.dc Add wicker accents
your den bedeoom, or a surins
beai h condo Run's not strictly

Polaramine
Diabinese

• Vtit.W1C

25% off

Compare To
Persantine
Hydrodivril
Lasix

100's
100's
100's
100's
100's
100's

d

pine buni

Generic Brand Price
Dipyridamole
50 MG 7.95
Hydrochlordhiazide 50 MG 2.95
Furosemide
40 MG 4.95
Amitriptyline
25 MG 5.95
Donamine
6 MG 5.95
Chlorpropamide
250 MG 14.95

I

Sa
ve
1/
4
Our entire collection of Philip
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~lent

Denture,
Cleanser
Tablets
60's

Visine

Afrin

Eye Drops
/
1
2 as. Plastic

Nasal ,Spray
/
1
2 oz.

929

1"

$219
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to ease, extravagance
and debauchery.
Moreover, the timeserving priests were unfaithful to their trust
and allowed the people
to perish for lack of
knowledge. So far had
they strayed from their
functions as moral
teachers that they connived at, if they did not
directly foster, the sinfulness of the people.

sunday school
lesson
by- .c. chiles
Hosea was a prophet
of the Northern
Kingdom in the closing
days of Israel's independence. Heartbroken over the sins of
his people, he delivered
God's message to them,
even though they had little or no concern about
spiritual matters.
The Resistance —
Hosea 4:1-2
Hosea summoned the
people of Israel to appear at God's tribunal.
They had covenanted to
be His people and He
had covenanted to be
their God. They had
broken their covenant
and had practically excluded God from their
thoughts. They had so
broken their part of the
covenant that donditions

were terribly grievous.
Their lack of knowledge
of God was accompanied with and followed by a general lowering
of moral standards. The
people closed their eyes
to the truth and refused
to be taught. They were
averse to knowing God's
will because they
wanted their own way.
They were proud,
unstable, worldly, corrupt, ungodly and
idolatrous. God had a
controversy with them
because of their gross
violations of His law,
their inexcusable
idolatry and their
desperate incorrigibleness. A calamity
was inevitable for these
stupid people who had
drifted thoughtlessly in-

The Result —
Hosea 5:15
With tender insight
and sympathetic approach Hosea laid bare
the sins of the people
which had broken their
fellowship with God,
and forced Him to leave
them to their own
devices, and to eat the
fruit of their own doings.
Thinking that other nations might help them,
they had even recognized idols when all the
time they should have
been putting their trust
in God alone. And they
knew better! Of course,
God was grieved
because they acted that

way!
It was understood that
when their afflictions
became severe enough
the people would
acknowledge their sins
against God, and plead
with Him for mercy and
forgiveness, in the hope
that they w(Suld receive
a gracious pardon and a
glorious restoration.
The Request —
Hosea 6:1-6 .1
Hosea cried, "Come
and let us return unto
the Lord," expressing
the conviction that true
repentance would lead
to three things: 1.
Restoration. "He will
heal us" (6: I ). 2.
Revival. "After two
days will He revive us
(6.2). 3. Resurrection.
"In the third day he will
raise us up" (6:2b ).
That beautiful word,
"come," speaks of an
open door, of a forgiving
spirit, and of a desire for
renewed fellowship.
Through Hosea God
gave His promise that,
if - the people would
return to Him with confr.q1.1,1 pnd tho fnrgnk-

THE
ing of their sins, He
would receive them,
heal their backsliding
and restore them to His
tender care and full
protection.
Addressing Ephraim
as the entire kingdom of
Israel, with patience
God diligently sought to
arrest them in their
downward course and to
restore them to Ills
fellowship. What He

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
All You Can Eat

Served with choice of potato,
white

•o

puppies and all the trimmings!

400

itpArlec
Blue Bonnet

*Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Night Only

Call us for a quote, today

July 11-13th
1906 Coldwater Rd.

.0"

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

See Shale In
• The Deli For
Your Party Trays!

T NA

--

IT uNA

'
114
\ doe"

Lbs

11
":4(
••

With $1500 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco I lc
Products & Drinks
On Special

With $15.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Fxcluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products & Drinks
(111 Special

C,01

e

Martha White Self-Rising

99°

.32 oz.

5

69

OZ.

89° ici
w eGi_pai.Y
Ocean
3/$ 1
DRINK
lA ATGRAPE

/57/4 oz.

$ 169

Prairie Farms
'
Whole

I
R PAGHETTI
Owens Best Sliced

Gal.-$ 169

SLAB
BACON

CARROTS

19

. 48 oz. $
2
49

32 oz

12 oz

59

32 oz. $

32 oz. $

'1'
9

I Oak

Li S Coon

69

S Choice Boneless

$ 1 19
Lb

MEAT

ROUND
STEAK

69° $429

16 oz. $ 12
Plus Dep.
9

flfraiddir

$

1 5
9

+aide/

DELI
Family Pack

29 ROAST BEEF , '42 GROUND BEEF
$329 CANN
ED HAMS
79 BBQ RIBS
!,

SIL If t PrOr1111,1111

(wen's Famous

49

Ca
\' LBY CHEESE

$ 1 89

AMERICAN CHEESE

$219
$429

Home Grown Sweet

1 Lb Bag Cahl

$

Ragu Chunky Spaghetti

CHICKEN LEGS RIBEYE
OR THIGHS 1 STEAK

3 4 Lb Pkg

PEACHES

GRAPES

18 oz.

Fresh

Hunt's New Squeeze Bottle

Red Seedless

32 oz

Mazola Pure

99°

PEPSI, MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER, 7-UP8pk

CORN

$

Gl.
a

Flav-O-Rich 1%

PRODUCE
BANANAS
,
POTATOES

40 oz

Suns weet Prune

Spray

Double Q Pink

KETCHUP

Welch White

Grape

5 Lb

Nine Lives

Gatorade Thrist

:
8 1
B E1

5 Lb.

Martha White Plain or Self Rising

Ocean Spray 32 oz.

With $75 00 Or More‘N
Additional Purchase \
Excluding Dairy &
Tobacco Products
& Drinks On Special

CHICKEN
N
Y
App

MEAL
FLOUR
CAT FOOD
SALMON
MILK
MILK

45

16 oz.

Van Camp

Swanson White Chunky

noloV

DINNER
3/$1
PEACHES 7
PORK & BEANS760, 3/$ 1
CRANAPPLE DRINK $ 39
QUENCHER
8.9°
GRAPE JUICE
JUICE
CORN OIL
SAUCE
7n oz

I 'mit

t

Ronco Macaroni & Cheese

Rosedale Halves or Slices

6%2 Oz. Limit 2

.•••••••,-.

We Accept
Food Stamps

Prices Good 07-11-85
Thru 07-17-85

We Reserve The Right,
To Limit Quantities

All Three With $.4., 00
Or More /1(1ditional Put
i I1
chase Excluding Dairy &
\\ I
1i Tobacco Products & k S\
fit
Drinks On Special \\
11' ./ 40,
Chicken or ‘1
the Sea
se
sr` N•.::

Limit 2
8 Pk 16 Oz

753-5842

75911864

1407 West Main
753-4682

\\\
E
-•\
%:\COKE SPRIT'
-1":",,,
TAB DIET COKE

LEO
wa••••••••

1

And we have the
rates to prove it.

$

•D F 01E14

,. 40 no or (1.1,1re
Additional Purchase
I/ Excluding Dairy & Tobacr ,)
Products & Drinks
1
4
\\\ \
On Special \\/

Mobile Homeowners
. WE WANT YOURS!

beans, cole slaw, hush

ibt

Rximizire

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tony Boyd

Boneless fish or catfish steaks.

4C011017131&"1\1"
€1
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wanted, and had a right ta.nce He would heal
caused by much-needed
to expect from them, their wounds, raise
showers of rain. That is
was genuine love, com- them up and bestow what the
grace of God is
plete surrender and upon them such a like to
the tired soul
faithful obedience. He spiritual refreshing as that, sick
of his sin,
longed for piety of life could be compared with turns
his weary steps
on their part instead of the renewal of the earth toward
Him.
their numerot.0 and
meaningless sacrifices
which they gladly offered with a view .to
averting punishment.
He assured them that in
the hour of their repen-

6/69
89 PEPPERED BEEF
89 CORNED BEEF
•

$429

WIENERS
BACON
HAM
Field's Kentticken

'4 S2 49 lb

(Boneless)

f ield's Finest

BAKED HAM
RUMP ROAST

$329

(./ S. Choice Boneless Rolled

•

$259
V

A•

•

_

Lb

99
$499
$ 1 29
$ 1 69
$ 1 99

•••
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Henninger back on track
in AMA qualifying races
_

Motorcycle rider Rick
freak accident, Henn_k_i_enninger is back to beinger's total in the stock
ing a 'privateer' and dodivision was ltased on
ing quite, well, thank
only two motosThecause
YOU.
he was in the hospital
.The. Calloway
County
during the running of
teenager recently comthe third.
peted in Gainsville.
"It was raining like
Fla.. and returned with
By JIM RECTOR
crazy and I was stana fourth place in 85cc
Sports Editor
ding barefoot in a pudstock anbli sixth place in
dle trying to. get equipMee mOdifiedslasses of
ment out of the rain,"
the southeast regional
Herwinger recalled.
motorcycle races. - 'The ray. "And he's enjoying. a muddy quagmire, Ae. "Lightning
was coming-regional competition, it a -lot more."
'
cluding one section down everywhere and it
taking place at the
"Ya. I got tired of the - where the valley bet- hit the antenna of a
Gatorback Park track, team aspect pPetty ween two steep inclines _ truck that
was hitched
qualified Henninger for quick. Everytime . we was a foot deep in a sap-. to a trailer
close to
a trip to the_j
weiotttomewas. dy, phosphate slime..
where I was.standing."
----tionals! iiiieTt-Ce i0-etuC a
- Ways the - same - - "You had to get a runThe ligptiiing traveled
Lynn ranch near somebody had to stop ning start at the slope through The truck
and
Nashville. Tenn., in for this, somebody had even in good weather, trailer and struck a man
August.' •
to stop* for that. It was but at the bottom of the who was stepping onto
The regionals. held a too confining. .„There bill was this sandy, the trailer
only a few
week agn. - Sunday,- wasn't that much team muddy area -and all the feet from Henninger.
• boosted a budding support either. I guess way up one side of the The resulting
reaction
caree"hich is rapidly the lure of the 'team' hill were these holes You as the lightning
exited
•
establishing Henninger aspect just wasn't what could slide back into if through the, man's
leg
as a viable contender
I was expecting.". the you didn't make the top and *en-t into the
for national honors.
youngeds .kienninger in one run," Henninger ground, knocking HennIn February, Henn- said.
described. It was one of inger off his feet and ininger placed 6th in the
For Henninger, the those holes that Henn- juring two other
Atlanta Supercross Pro- _ idea of somebody or inger did slide back into bystanders.
Am National Champion- something -holding him and while pulling his
The lightning bolt,
'ship's held at Atlanta's
back just never has set bike back out of it he which melted the truck
Fulton Stadium.
well. Running with the noticed the predicament antenna to a nub, "felt
At the time Henninger crowd is hard to accept of other riders on the 20 times worse
than was eagerly an- for scrrneone who likes to hill.
touching an electric
ticipating his career as
make his own way.
'
saw everyone fence all over your
a team member with the
'The second of three sliding and spinning and body," Henninger said:
Team Kentucky riders
molos in the 85cc stock I thought. 'Hey, they're
"And all he could talk
on a newly ,aquired Hon- • division in Gainesville not getting anywhere.' about
the whole time he
da motorcycle. •
was a perfect example So I just walked my bike was in the hospital,"
However, a lot has of Henninger's ability to to the top of the hill and Henningees
father inchanged since then with *make his own tracks.
went on from there. I terjected, "was how
the only exception being
The course at got second in that moto many races he would be
the steady climb in
Gainesville was suffer- - the best I did all missing." . ,
finishes for the 14-Yearing from a weeklong weekend."
Despite spending a
old Calloway Countian.
downpour which stopEach division con- half day in the hospital
IN THE DIRT - Rick Henninger,a
"He's back to being a
ped only long enough for.
.sisted of three motos for observation, HennCalloway County teenager, recentry
privateer now," says the race organizers to with the best two inger
was back on the 1
Rick's father Dick Hensqueeze in a heat or two finishes counting %-rnile track the next placed 4th and 6th in the 8.5cc stock
ninger. who runs an
before the next deluge. towards a rider's total day and completed his and modified divisions ofthe southern
regional championships at Gainsville,
auto body ,shop-in-Mur- - - In- places-the track-was- parlitS7'13Et-ati
of
'southern trek in style.
Fla., to qualify for the AMA Nationals
"Qualifying for Lore_tat the Loretta Lynn ranch' near
tatymi's is really a big
Nashville. Tenn.; in August.
-honor for me," he admitted.

covering
all fields

Golfers Golfers

Murray Couhtry Club
Men's Medal Play Championship to be held Saturday and
Sunday, July 13, 14. This is
a 36-hole tourney with one
round on Friday for those
who can't play on either
Saturday or Sunday. Medal
play pre-flighted Irom handicaps with match play
tourney flighted from medal
play results. Sign up in ProShop for more details: -

Cain's AMC JEEP INC.

641 North

Murray, Ky

Priced Right!

No Credit Check

We Finance—No interest
Check These Low Prices With
Small Down Payment.
78-LeCar
2 Door 4 Sp ,AIVI FM Cassette I A
SO".
Sharp Car, Gold

$2525

78-Pon . Catalina
4-Dr., Auto,PS,PB,
A C. AM FM, Sharp Car, Brown

$3644

77-T-Bird
•

2 DR , Auto PS.. PS,
A -C, AM ,FM Sharp Car Silver

$3260

76-Pont. Catalina
4 Dr , auto .PS.PS
A C, AM Radio.
Sharp Car, Black

$3260

Murray downs McLean in Little League tourney
By CHRIS EVANS
Murray skipper.
double off the center- nod for mound duties County. The sit and
Sports Writer
Doug Payne proved field fence but McLean when the Murray clan time will be announced
"We played well on his effectiveness from __hurler Antony faces Marshall County later.
defense and struggled at the hill as he completed Lawerance Mfg in and tonight at 8 p.m.
the.plate," said Murray the contest for the win fanned two in a row. 1-le
In the loser's bracket,
Deer Creek lost to
Little League All-Star and collected a fine set then got the third out on McLean County will Marshall
County, 6-5,
manager -Jim Baurer of statistics for support. a ground ball to the se- face Deer Creek at Deer Wednesday
when Jason
after his team posted a. The righthander fanned cond baseman which Creek tonight. The win- Howell hit an
RBI dou6-2 victory over McLean seven McLean batters stranding,the two- Mur- ner of that game will, ble in the bottom
of the
County at the Murray -while allowing only four ray baserunners.
play the -loser of seventh to score Jody
city-county park corn- bases on balls and a
McLean 'picked up a tonight's game between Rose -Tor the gameplex Wednesday night,
mere three hits. He was single run in the fifth Murray and Marshall winning run.
Despite Baurer's charged with only one and added another in
dissatisfaction with- the earned run for his • the sixth. However. in '
_.31/1.1X.MY__QL.f.e.nse the.
. performa ce
mearttjifltflC.
_ stars were able to pick
Both teams were-- vu'- -ray hitters' were rollee- up nine hits including tualy silent for the first ling a few more runs of
four extra-base swats two innings but the hosts their own.
during the first round Of used four hits to gain a
A .pair of doubles off
the district tournament, 2-0 edge,. after three, the bats of Bazzell and
Baurer-said- that he Beriji Kelly led off the Allen Rayburn cappedGIRLS SOFTBALL
a:
games, Allison
was not neccessarily,. the last of the third with four hit, four run fifth inUpper Division
Photography split a pair
unhappy With the a single then scored nine which put a lid on
The Dirty Dozen re-- of games, toppling
team's hitting. but. when Payne tripled to MA>
gaYe -1:11)111hed.UUdefeated.dur-._,Royals.16.10 -but-- lasing.
'
''''
more the left centerfield gap. AftwLearti a tieltel to the ing the regular season- to Swifties..16-5.
uniform throughout the
Payne was chased losers' bracket.
by knocking off two opAgainst the Royals,.
.line up
home when Mike Kelso
Baurer said either hip ponents Wednesday Allison's Aimee F8rd hit
"Most of our,damage- followed with a single. southpaw hurler Kelso night at the city-county a home run, Jenniewas done by the top of Joey Bazzell moved or the righthander park complex. .
Ragsdale went 440174
our -lineup,.!' said the Kelso to third with a Bazzell would get the
Preps fell to the. and Becky Freeze hit ia
Dozen, 7-4, as winning double. For Royals, Betpitcher Amy Ford and sy Whitfield hit a
Amy Wallace combined homer, Dina Fazi triplfor home runs and both ed and went 4-for-4 as
Wallace and Toni Ford did Leslie Loberger.
hit triples in the win-.
Preps were led by Staci
Swifties had three
Barber who went 4-for-4 4-for-4 hitters in their
at the plate.
virtor-y-siover Allison.
In the other game, a Tammy Garland hit a
17-4 landslide over homer_ in. her perfect
Royals, Wallace went day at the plate while
3-for-3 with a grand Jennie Young and
slam and another home Rosetta Merritt each
run. Tonya Murdoch collected four hits.
also hit a four-bagger Becky Bloem hit two
for the Dozen. Royajs doubles for Swifties. For
were led by -tesite• Alltsorr,- Aimee Ford
Loberger with a double. went 4-for-4 and Kim
In other Wednesday Vance hit a triple.

- Local Baseball
Summer League

76-Chev, Caprice
4 Dr Auto, PS ,PB,
Tilt Wheel, AC, Cruise Control
AM FM, White, Sharp Car

`" $3644

73-Olds. 98
4 Dr Auto I" S P B
PW,PS, Tilt Wheel AM FM
Sharp Car

Beige

73-V.W.-Auto

• '21"
75
$28

Sharp Car. Yellow

71-V.W.
Sharp Car, Blue
777
1
,7
id.---

Plus Tax and License

upsets defending champ
in U.S. Pro Tennis tournament
Vilas

— '2875

NOW IN
PROGRESS

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

BROOKLINE, Mass.
(AP) - Unseede-d.
Argentine Guillermo
Vitas upset defending
champion and No. 4
seed Aaron Krickstein
of Grosse Pointe, Mich.
7-6 (7-4), 6-1; in secondround action in the
$267,000 U.S. Pro TenItis
Championships at
"Lnngsvood Cricket Club.
Also' scoilnirk upsets
were Thierry Tulasne of
France • and Bruno

.

41*
%

Or(?sar of Yugoslavia.
Tulasne -knocked off
sixth-seeded Jose-Luis
Clerc of Argentina in
Straight sets and Oresar
eliminated seventh seeded Jimmy Arias of
Jericho. N.Y.. 7-6 (7-5),
„
7-6 (7-5).
Tbp-seeded Mats
Wilander of Sweden survived his first match,
beatinglkans
Gildemeister of Chile
6-2, 74 11-4).

7
11M11711.
1".°411.11

•

f

•
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'National League

SCOREBOARD

Cards' Herr overtakes Sandberg in All-Stars
New YORK (AP) Chicago's Ryne Sandberg has no argument
With baseball fans who
decided that Tommy
Herr of St. Louis
deserves to start at second base for the National League in Tuesday night's All-Star
Game in Minneapolis.
Sandberg, the Most
Valuable Player in the
NL last season, was nosed outin the late going
by Herr, who leads the
Major leagues this
season With 66 runs batted in.
"Tommy Herr is
definitely having an allstar season and that's
what the game is for,"
said Sandberg, who is
hitting .282 with 12
homers and has stolen
25 bases. "In .this case,

the fans did their job."
But Herr, despite getting the starting nod
from the fans, would
like to see a consensus
of opinipn.
"I still think the
-system is wrong," he
explained. "I'd base it
on the fans having a say,
the players having a say
and the media having a
say - get a consensus."
Herr, who also is second in the NL in batting
at .340; came from
32,000 votes behind to
beat Sandberg by 58,629
in the tightest NL race.
"God bless the fact
that I took 300,000
ballots home and voted
for myself," Herr
kidded.
He received 1,109,178
votes to 1,050,549 for
Sandberg.

"I'm really glad for
him," said Herr's teammate and double-play
partner, Ozzie Smith,
who was selected the
starting shortstop. "I
think the people really
showed that there is a
validity to the fans
voting."
Another new starter,
San Diego's Graig Nettles, will occupy third
base, but that
represents a break with
tradition. The 40-yearold Nettles broke a string of six straight selections for Philadelphia's
Mike Schmidt.
The other five NL
starters, all repeaters
from last year's squad
which defeated the
American League 3-1 at
San Francisco, .include
San Diego first baseman

MCC MEDALIST GOLFERS - Betty Jo Purdoni (spited) won the
women's medal play golf tournament held at the Murray Country Club Tuesday and Wednesday. Purdom shot a two-day 167 total to edge championship
flight runnerup Jerlene Sullivan (standing right) who shot 170 and Veneta
Sexton (left) who shot 172.

v tohte
Steve Garvey and New o
er gs‘
eat rtte r woiutth
.
York Mets catcher Gary 1,425,952 votes. The
r
Carter, each two-time
winners of most— fielders will i1lif Tony
valuable player honors Gwynn_ of San Diego,
in All-Sitar 'games. last year's batting
Carter, who will make. champion, and Darryl
his fifth straight start, Strawberry of New
was MVP last year as a York.
Montieal
San Diego Manager
representative.
Dick Williams and the
-outfield includes NL office will announce
center fielder Dale Mur- the pitchers and rephy of Atlanta, starting maining members of the
for the fourth straight 28-member team on
year and the leading Friday.
-

American League

Henderson edges
All-Star Jackson
NEW YORK (AP) - starters are repeaters
Rickey Henderson of the from the 1984 team -that
New York Yankees and
lost to the National
Eddie Murray of the League 3-1 in San FranBaltimore Orioles rode
cisco last year. They are
last-week vote surges to
Detroit's Lou Whitaker
win election to the at second base. Cal American League star- Ripken of Baltimore at
ting All-Star team, an- shortstop, George Brett
nounced today by Com- of Kansas City at third
missioner Peter. base,. catcher Lance
Ueberroth.
Parrish of Detroit. and
Henderson, the
Winfield.
leading hitter in the maWhitaker had
jor leagues, finished se1,070,731 votes, outcond among AL outdistancing Damaso Garfielders w,ith 820,338, cia of Toronto, who had
behind teammate Dave 533,807. Ripken was the
Winfield's 929;016, and leading AL vote-getter
pushed past California's
with 1,398,901, and more
Reggie Jackson. than doubled the total of
Henderson had been
Alan Trammell of
fourth in the balloting a Detroit, who had
week ago, 15,000 votes 669,057.
short of the top three.
Brett earned a 10th
Boston's Jim Rice had straight start at third
723,022 to grab the third base and had almost 1
starting job, just ahead
million votes more than
of Jackson, who finished Boston's Wade Boggs,
at 704,156 in his bid for a finishing with 1.394,334
12th All-Star start. Rice to 395,636 for the runnerwill be starting in the up from the Red' Sox.
game for the fourth Parrish polled 1,037,683
time, the first since to 787,313 for Carlton
1980.
Fisk of the Chicago
Murray made up a White Sox, who was
30,000-vote gap to over- second.
take California's Rod
Carew, finishing with
,Manager Sparky
778,477„ to gain the first • Anderson and the'AL of
fice will select the pitbase job.
Carew finished with chers and 'reserves to
728,070 and had his complete the 2/1-man
streak of 15 straight All- squad facing the NL
Star-starts snapped. He Stara-Tuesday-night-inhad been named every Minneapolis. The AL
year since 1970 when the trails in the series 35-19
balloting was returned with one tie and has lost
to the fans, winning 12 of the past 13 games.
election at, second base
A total of 5,149.729
from 1970-75 and at first ballots was cast in the
base from 1976-84.
election, which Is sponFive of the AL sored by Gillette.
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Major League Baseball Standings
sew League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East °moon
W L
Pd
GB
Toronto
52 3.7
6110
Detroit
47 34
580 35
New York
45 36
556 5.1
Baltimore
42 39
519 84
Boston
42 41
506 91,1
Milwaukee
38 44 .450 14
Cleveland
27 55
329 24 West Division
California
49 34
590 _
Oakland
43 4(1
518 6
Chicago
40 40
500 7%
1.,Sansas City
41 41
500 71.),
Seattle
41 42
494 8
Minnesota 37 44
457 11
Texas
32 52
381 174
Wednesday's Games
New York
Kansas City 5
Oakland 5, Boston 4
Detroit 1. Chicago 0
Texas 4, Cleveland 1 .
Minnesota 2. Baltimore 1
California 2, Milwaukee 1
Toronto It. Seattrh 1
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee i Vtickovich 3.6i at Oakland I Sutton 8-5)
Minnesota rSmithson 7-71 at Detroit !O'Neal 5-1,,
In)
Kansas City • Jackson 6-61 at Cleveland 'Rutile 24).
in)
,Clbc.ago 4 anninater.
Baltimore- MeOreger—
ini
Texas ICook 2-0) at New York (Cowley 7.3 I. (n)
Toronto I Alexander 74 at California _ISlaton 4-71.
in,
Boston Nipper 441 at Seattle Swift 3.21, Int
Friday's Games
Minnesota at 'Detroit, in •
Kansas City at Cleveland. In,
Texas at New York. in)
Chicago at Baltimore. In

Toronto t California, in,
Boston at Seattle. in.
Milwaukee at Oakland in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
GB
St Louis
49 32
605
New York
47 35
573 2's
Montreal
48 36
571
2
Chicago
44 3*
543
Philadelphia
37 45
451 124
Pittsburgh
27 54
333 22
West Division
San Diego
48 36
571
Los Angeles
45 36
558
Cincinnati
41 40
506 54
Houston
42 q
500
Atlanta
35 47
-4.27 12
San Francisco
31 53
369 17
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 4 San Diego 3
Los Angeles 5. Pittsburgh 4
New York 2. Cincinnati 1
Houston 1(1. Philadelphia 0
Montreal 6. Atlanta 5 11 innings
St Louis 7, San F:rancisco 3
-Tharsday.y Games
Los Angeles • Welch 2-11 at Chicago • Fontenot 3 3
San Francisco cKrukow 5-6i at Pittsburg!.
• McWilliams 4 7, n •
Philadelphia I Denny 5-7 • at Atlanta )Smith 5-5'n
Montreal • Hesketh 5-3 • at Cincumati Robinson 1.).•
In
Diego • awe= 11.21 at St -Vows ,Tuckir 4.7,
In
New York • Fernandez 3-5) at Houston • Ryan 8-8.
in,
Friday's Games
-Log Angeles at Chicago
San Francisco-at Pittsburgh. o . •
Montreal at Cincinnati. in,
Philadelphia at Atlanta. • n •
San Diego at St Louis, In )
New Ydrk at Houston. • n •

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1195 at bats
P.Henderson, New York. .361.
Brett, Kansas City. .353; Boggs.Roston, 332, PBradley, Seattle.
)18 L.acy, Baltimore, 314.
RUNS - RHenderson. New
York, 74, Ripken. Baltimore. 61.
hitaker. Detroit. 60; Molitor,
Milwaukee. 58. MDavis, Oakland.
FtBI - MatUrigly, New York.62,
KGibson, Detroit. 59; EMurray.
Baltimore. 57; Brett. Kansas City.
58 Baylor. New York.55; Brunansky Minnesota, 55;
.GBell. TorenHITS - Boggs. Boston, 108.
Pliradley, Seattle. 105: Puckett,
Minnesota. 101: GarCia Toronto,
Butler, Cleveland. 99.
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago.
21
Kingman. Oakland, 21.
Brunansky. Minnesota. 19; GBell.
Toronto. 18: Presley, Seattle, 18.
STOLEN. BASES - ItHenderson,New York, 41. PettisCantor:
nia. 30, Butler, Cleketand. 26; Collins. Oakland, 25: Mosehy. Toron•
)0. 23
PITCHING (7 decisional -

Guidry. New York. 11-3. 786. 2.69:
JHowell, Oakland, 8-3, 727, 1.91:
Acker. Toronto. 5-2, 714. 266,
'Ftofnanick. California. 10 4. 714.
3.06. Cowley. New York. 7-3.- 700.
3.42. DMoore, California. 7-3..700.
1.55: Key, Toronto. 7-3, 700, 259
STRIKEOUTS -•Morris.
Detroit. 109; Blyleven, Cleveland,
101, FBaimister, Chicago. 94..
Stieb, Toronto. 92. Witt, California,,91.
SAVES - Hernandez. Detroit.
18: JHowell. Oakland, 18.
Blames. Chicago, 17. DMoore.
California, 16: Quisenberry. Kansas City. 16.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1195 at bats I McGee, St Louis. 447, Herr. St
Louis. .340; Cruz, Houston. .312.
Guerrero. Los Angeles. .312.
Gwynn. San Diego. .309.
RUNS - Coleman, St1Louis.60.
Raines. Montreal. 60, Murphy,
Atlanta, IS. Guerrero. Los
Angela. 56. Sandberg. Chicago,
55.
RBI - Herr, St. Louis, 68. Murphy. Atlanta. 61, Wilson,
Philadelphia. 59, Clark. St Louis,

59, Parker, Cincinnati. 58
HITS - Gwynn. San Diego. 103
Herr. St Louis. 102, McGee. Si
Louis. 101; Parker.Cincinnati. 97
Garvey. San Diego, 94
HOME RUNS - Guerrerq. Los
Anteles, 21. Murphy. Atlanta.)91,:
Clark. St. Louis, 16, Parker. CM.
cinnati. 15. Foster: New Yoh(. 14
STOLEN BASES - Coleman.
St Louis. 57: Lopes, Chicago. 33.
McGee. St. Louis, 33: Redus. Cin,
chimed...30. Samuel. Philadelphia
29.
PITCHING • 7 decisions, Hawkins. San Diego. 11-2, 846.
3.35: Andujar, St Louis. 15-3. 833.
237. Darling. New York. 8-2 800.
255, Gooden. New York, 12-3. 800.
1 78: Reuschel. Pittsburgh. 7-2.
778. 2 40
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden. New
York. 142, Ryan. Houston. Ilio.
Soto, Cincinnati. 114, Valenzuela
Loa Angeles, 113, DeLeon. Pitt
shearer. 111.
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal.
22: L Smith. Chicago 19.
Coinage, San Diego, 17. Power
Cincinnati. 15. Sutter Atlanta.
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Baseball talks resume

Special Good
July 12-18

$ 1.99

Try Our Delicious Homemade Pies
"Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Player's union closer to setting strike date
YORK (AP) - two sides are dealing
The president of with specific numbers.
baseball's Player Rela- "But there is give and
tions Committee and the take that,takes place"
acting executive direc- he said. "We met
tor of the players longer: I don't know if
association returned to there is significance to
the bargaining table to- that. It's good to sit and
day as the union edges talk. Whether there is
closer to setting a strike real progress is open to
date- in its- continuing -- interpretation. I''don't
contract struggle with believe at this Point
management.
• there has been much
•."..
The players'- ex- progress, but at least
ecutive board is we're talking."
scheduled to meet MonFehr was unavailable
day in Chicago, the eve for comment.
of the All-Star Game at
The clubs are sticking
Minneapolis, and will to their position on
set a deadline after be- losses, said Lee Macing briefed by Do Fehr, Phail, the Player Relathe players assTkiation tions Committee head.
director, on the talks
"We debated some of
seeking a new collective their ways of apbargaining agreement. proaching some of the
The two sides met for expenses," he said. "It
more than three hours was a good, businesslike
Wednesday, continuing meeting but not one that
their joint eview of club marks.a lot of progress.
financial figures. It was 'the type of
Another meeting is set Meeting that is essential
for Friday.
if we're going to get
Management claims together."
to have lost $43 million
Mac Phail said
last year while the management was not'
players suggest the attacking play-er
clubs may actually have salaries.'
made a- 'omega of $10
— We're not saying
million. George Sorter, we're cutting back on
professor of _accoun- si1aries12:_lie said,
ting at New York "We've made that very
University who examin- clear. All we're saying
ed the books for the is that somehow our
owners, put the losseaft losses can't continue to
$27 million.
"Obviously, there's a
difference in the inter- Did You Know?
pretation of the
Dizzy Dean, h
numbers," said Arthur member of the Baseball
Schack, counsel for the Hall of Fame, only won
players association. 150 games, hut 102 of
"That's one of the items those
were in, four
we discussed."
seasons with the St.
Schack said the cur- Louis Cardinals,
from
rent talks were partially 1933
through 1936.
technical because the

PAGE; 15

run higher than tants' figures .and
revenues....
numbers. If that's the
"When other com- stance they take, it's gopanies have losses, it ing to have to take some
doesn't seem to me that time to work out."
the figures the comMacPhail admitted
panies use are disputed. some exasperation with
In this case, we've the negotiations, which
heard the players began in November.
association taking a The old contract, reachhighly unusual stance in ed after a 50-day strike
regard to the accoun- in 1981, expired Dec. 31.

"I think we all wish
we didn't have to go
through'this. that there
were no difficulties between us,' that_the
and clubs were
both making a lot of
money and that there
were no problems in the
business," he said. "Unfortunately, that's only
half true.:'

Lease To Own

HITACHI
Audio & Video Equipment
For Your Entertainment
•Stereos
•Boom Boxes
•Coinplete Line
Of VCR's Stop By And See
• Just How Easy
It Is Tb Lease
. To Own!

753=8201 -

800 Chestnut/Murray
753-8850
1984 Olds Cutlass, 6 cyl., 2 dr.., white,
28,000 miles - new car trade-in.
1984 Pontiac Fiero Sport, 20xxx miles new car trade-in, red, like new.
1983 GMC Pickup Truck, automatic,
power steering, 10,000 miles, new car
trade-in
1983 Pontiac Grand Prix 1_,J, blue, 35xxx
miles, one owner, new car trade-in
1983 Olds Firenza, 4 dr. auto, loaded
with accessories, 40xxx miles, new car
trade-in.
1983 Toyota Celica GT,silver, 5 speed,
47xxx miles, new car trade-in.
1983 Mazda B2000 Truck with topper,
brown, one owner, new car trade-in.
1982 Olds Cutlass 2 Dr.Supreme, loaded *ith accessories, local new car
trade-in.
1982 Datsun Maxima Wagon, blue, lots
of accessories, automatic, diesel.
1982 Datsun 280 Z, brown, 54xxx miles,
loaded, t-tops.
1981 VW Rabbit Convertible, silver, low
mileage, one owner, new car trade-in_
1980 Ford Mustang Ghia, automatic,
p.s., moon roof, 54,xxx miles, real nice

$8,375
$8,875
- $6,500
$7,750
$6,475
$7,550
$4,750
$6,750
$5,975
$9,375
$6,875
$4,175
•

Ma_nymore.olde_r cars apc1 trucks _
that are good mechanically will
be sold at unheard of prices during July Clearance at Carroll
VW.Thousands of dollars savings
on Factory Exec. VW & Audi's.

CENTER
Maui

753-0045

Carroll VW•Mazda•Audi
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Greenpeace ship sunk by saboteurs

NEW LOW PRICE ON THE TANDY 1000
OUR BEST-SELLING COMPUTER EVER!

AUCEtLAND. New Zealand
( API — Police said today the
double explosion that sank the
Rainbow Warner, a vessel used
by the international anti-nuclear
environmental group
Greenpeace, was an act of
sabotage.
Detective Superintendant
Allan Galbraith said he was
satisfied a bomb sank the ship,
killing a Portuguese
photographer. Twelve other people on board escaped unhurt.
An examination of the hull
has satisfied-m-4tat
ing with a case of sabotage and
that an explosive device has
been detonated on the outside of
the hull in the area of the engine
room." said Galbraith.
He told reporters that navy
divers found a 6-by-8 foot hole in
the hull.
The 24 investigators on the
case were now treating the
death of 33-year Ferndando
Periera as a homicide, he said.
Prime Minister David Lange,
whose labor Party has charnpioned anti-nuclear „causes,.
earlier raised the possibility
that the sinking was linked to international terrorism, but said
he had no evidence to prove this.
"I accept the possibility that
there is about New Zealand now,
and has been for some time, the
vulnerability to the act of the international criminal, terrorist
or lunatic that really no part of
the world is immune from,"

It's Packed Full of Advanced
Features—Including Software!

Cut$200.
999!)

AS LOW AS
•••••'•••• '46 PER
MONTH

Was $1199.00 in Catalog RSC-14

•

-Comes With DeskM.
!Le" Disk Software
Tandy 1000 gives you more features than an
IBM PC for less money' Plus, unlike the PC. every
Tandy 1000 comes with DeskMate software. featuring applications you want most IBM PC compatibility lets you choose from the most popular software
on the market
.
CLie revo!ving credit from CiliBank Payment may
'
vary depending upon balance CitiLine is a service mark
ot Cl!.00,0 iBWTM International Business Machines Corp

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You

(D
. Begley Drugs

=
'
1
Charge It

Coke, Diet_
Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello
6 pack, 12 oz cans

Candy & Gum

Energizer

•
Kleenex

Not rwspocs,ble for
tY009,30.cal
errors Ooaot-ry ogras reserved

Bubble

SLIT, Lite Savers, Care Free.
evnertipiaers, Baby Ruth. Breath
Savers Or Barkers Reg 35t each

Batteries
Solo clear
Sze C

Plastic Cups

or D
4 pack
.-.. S4

20 9 oz

Stayfree
Thin
maxi-pads
Box of 24
ucscecteo
deorderent
Reg 54 29

FREE

Details in
Store

Foam Cooler
Sun In
Hair Lightener
1 7 oz

•

Rozark Charcoal

$1 69

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

BY Abigail

•••••

Van Buren

Kr

(AP

Sailor's I.D. Bracelet Might
Make It Home After 41 Years
DEAR ABBY: Thanks to your
column in the Fresno Bee, I became
aware that you were able to help an
American soldier rettmee the identification papers taken from the body
of a dead German soldier during
World War II. Perhaps you can solve
a similar dilemma of 41—years'
standing.
I would like to return a sterling
silver ID bracelet to the family of a
young sailor whose body my husband helped to prepare for burial at
Naval Base Hospital No. 18 on
Guam in 1944. Pfe---racelet was
engraved "MICHAEL HUDZY(and
his serial number) 33773514."
Sometime later, my husband was
horrified to find this ID bracelet in
his jumper pocket where he must
have dropped it in order to free his
hands for other things. He was
afrtid to turn it in for fear of being
accused of theft, as he truly didn't
remember putting it into his pocket.
He kept it all these years hoping
that somehow, someday he could
return it to the boy's family.
Through the years I have written
to the Veterans Administration and
the Department of Records in
Washington, asking for the boy's
address through a G.I. insurance
policy—anything—but my letters
were never answered.
Not long before my husband's
death in 1978, he mentioned again
his desire to return this bracelet,
feeling it must mean something to
someone, somewhere. '
I still have it. Can you help me
return it to the family of Michael
Hudzy?
I'm signing my name and address.
Please contact me if you hear from
his family-and I will send it to them.
MRS. J.P.W.,
FRESNO, CALIF.

see

Buy 2 Get 1

day sunk the 160-foot Rainbow
Warrior at its berth in Auckland
harbor. Greenpeace members
said they suspected sabotage
because the ship was not carrying explosive or Inflammable
materials, other than fuel and
photographic chemicals:

-

DEAR MRS.J.P.W.: It's a long
shot, but if I hear from the
sailor's family, I will put them
in touch with you. Bless you for
your perseverance.

Prices good thru July 15, 1985

C4

Lange told reporters.
"But that is not to say that I
have the slightest evidence of
any association between those
outrages (in other 'parts of the
and-what happened last
night,” he said.
Two explosions -late Wednes-

U

DEAR ABBY: In January, I sent
an original manuscript as a gift-to
Woody Allen. I had hand-bound the
pages, and decorated the binding
with baroque pearls and amethyst. I
enclosed my name, address and
telephone number. I had hoped that
Woody would either send me a mite
or call me, or at the very least,
instruct his secretary to do so.
To date I haven't received even
an acknotoledgment that my gift
was.received. Abby, is it unrealistic

of me to expect a thank-you from a
famous person?
DISAPPOINTED
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: The
recipients of unsolicited material are not required to aeknowledge or return it, unless return
postage is provided.
Some famous people are instructed by their attorneys to
never acknowledge (or read)
unsolicited manuscripts,so even
though yours was elaborately
decorated,there's a good chance
that Woody Allen didn't even
see it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I honestly don't
know how many denture wearers
there are'in this country, but I would
guess that about 10 to 15 percent of
the population wears dentures.
I know that all dentures should fit
perfectly, but I'll wager that millions
do not.
Now, when that ever-present
sesame seed creeps under a denture
while the victim is eating in a fastfood place, the poor sucker has to
interrupt his meal,go straight to the
washroom, remove his denture and
get rid of the seed. If he doesn't, it
feels like he's chewing on a Sewing
needle!
Abby, why sesame seeds in the
first place? They have no taste and
are an absolute nuisance.
Solution: Order two burger bun
bottoms? The two fast-food places in
my town (McDonald's and Burger
King) charge extra for the switch.
I think that's discrimination
against denture wearers. What do
you think, and can you help us?
DISCOURAGED IN
JAY, MAINE
DEAR DISCOURAGED: You
have a valid point. So this is an
open (sesame) letter to all fastfood restaurants: Please offer
your customers a choice of buns
with or without sesame seeds at
no extra charge.
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some
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work
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As would
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said.
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work
first
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you gi
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tions:
some(
close 1
Seqi
tanooi
nude,
open:
Ferry
Ala.,
Marct
$700,01
fines.
Wat

Ho

•••

(Every teen-ager should- know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby,Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood. Calif.
90038.)
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Inflatable

Federal
July II,
Kentucky
Report In
Receipts:
Gilts fu
lower son
over GOO I
1.14 I 2 Ill
I.2 588
US 2.3 211'
US 2-4 2341
Sows
US I.2 274
US 14 301
L's 1.3 454
11:8 1-5508
2f5 2.3 302

Roars 630

Pool

$399
ring

rno.sture lotion
4 02 or
moosturt clam
2-oz.
Pc-q $4

,

10K w1-120
Super avtlyn

Potting

Soil

Fancy Fingers

Nail Tips
20 natureCOntoured no
Ttr3 and qt.*
gwa $6 49

. Video
Cassette
Tape •

11 quart
cteo t• 29 r.a

b
-w---------/
ww

Sale
Pnce

2 for

299 $1 00

Marl
Rebate

New Ribbed-Dish
design For all
types onses
Frts Allergen and
Lomb
Bash
Heat Disintgeror
units V

1/1

Hurry. Crler

Garden Hose

y 3' '985

:09 „ 0y it
1 2 1 50 sill
Re9 $3 59

Reg

52 69

Neosporin
Ointment
17 ai

4r

-

Nail
Buffing
System
geg $O .49

Any Box

Kitchen Textiles
A. disntoweis disnclothes
Pottlolders and ovenmrds
Values from 89t to 11 89

rhos char could
be yours.

F
.FoluEE
..144411oini
be

Begley's Health Line

1-800-432-0920
Call toll free when you
need any type of medical
or exercise equipment
We WM Wukcare
Inswenot direct

SEIFOOMS•4111
1,116W11•000

Sales or Rental

GLAD
Trash Bags

Seltzer

Effervescent
antstliti
36 lablets
c, 1810.1 packs
Reg $2 89,
,

Exo

BUY 1 -GET 1 FREE
pentle-Lift
Recliner.

Mat

Alka-

Lee

-

veYents
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proud
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
IP
A b0
Co

PAINT
A
A

A

A

EP

'T

0.
A

PEW

A
E
TED

A
rvi

A

rT

Eq-A

17 Serve the
purpose
18 Inlet
19 Snake
20 Unusual
21 Physician abbr
22 Summed up .2.
,
23 Region
24 Continued
stories
26 Twirls
27 Solicit earnestly
28 Roman tyrpnt
29 Indian tent

F-UR-1
A
Answer to
Previous Puzzle

DA

ER
A
LEAST

A
R Y

ACROSS
1 Animal
6 Drinking vessels
11 Associate
12 Hateful
14 Small island
15 Home-run king

31 South Seas
islands
garments
34 Musical
instrument

TVA: Higher wages
will slow brain drain
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Tennessee
Valley Authority Chairman Charles H. Dean
says higher salaries for
nuclear plant operators
are essential — and tur4ng to the private secf6r is a last resort — if
the federal utility is to
correct problems at its
nuclear power facilities.
Better pay would help
slow the "brain drain"
of TVA personnel trained at its nuclear plants,
who then chase the
lucrative salaries offered by private
utilities, Dean said
Wednesday.
"We do need to pick
up some nuclear plant
managers from the outside right now, but
mainly we need to keep
some of our trainees
that know how TVA
works," Dean said.
A new management
. shuffle and expected
breaks from Congress
on salaries should help
reverse TVA's problems
with managing its
nuclear division, the
chairman said.
As a last resort,' TVA
would have little choice
but to look to the private
sector -to run its four
nuclear facilities, Dean
said.
.
"We'd prefer to try to
work out our problems
first with our internal
organizations. But when
you get right down to it.
we only have three options: run it yourself, let
someone else do it or
close them," Dean said.
Sequoyah, near Chattanooga, is the only
nuclear power plant
operating. Browns
Ferry, near Athens.
Ala., was shut d wn in
March after com iling
$700,000 in reIatory
fines.
Watts Bar, located

between Knoxville and
Chattanooga, has been
completed ata cost of $4
billion, but licensing has
been delayed because of
safety concern§ at the
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Bellefonte is under
construction near Scottsboro, Ala., and is not
due to begin operations
until the 1990s.
"Right now our first
priority is to keep Sequoyah running ,and
running properly,"
Dean said. "If it shuts
down, we'll have to start
burning coal." TV4is a
federal utility supp5iing
power to 7.8 million people in .seven southern
states.
Only as a last resort
would TVA turn to the
type of private management employed in Oak
Ridge where Martin
Marietta Inc. runs three
nuclear facilities for the
U.S. Department of
Energy, Dean said.
"That is the type of
thing you have to have
bn your Hst," Dean said.
"You'd probably just
hire some sort of cOrporation to manage
them, like out in Oak
Ridge."

DOWN
1 Near by
2 Singer
Fitzgerald
3 Bar item
4 Therefore
5 Gabble
6 Wearied by
dullness
7 Aroma

I -2..).51- GOT BACK
FROM ANOTHER EKCI1IN6
TINY TOTS CONCERT.
a

8 Emerge'
vitiorious
9 Behold,
10 Unforeseen
11 partnerships
13 Soft drinks
16 Fruit drinks
19 Saw
20 Constellation
22 Ventilated
23 Dress protector
25 Coin of India
26 European finch
28 CairlItlet —
29 Walk on
30 More uncanny
1 Surfeit
32 Classifies
33 Seeded
35 More crippled
38 Rational
39 Secret writing
41 Policeman:
slang
42 Limb
44 Greek letter
46 Babylonian
deity

I HAD A
GREAT TIME!
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WHAT WAS THE MOST
EXCITING PART?

WHEN THE TOWEL RACK
FELL OFF TNE WALL
IN THE LADIES ROOM

ti

THE FAD SIDE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIE{MENTS
1

Legal

1

—^.k

egal

NOTICE
On July 3, 1985, there was tendered for filing with the Federal Cornmunications Com mission an application to assign the licenses
of AM broadcast station WNBS and FM
broadcast station WAAW from Timkay,
Inc., to Murray Brop.dcasting Company,
Inc. WNBS operates on a frequency of 1340
kilohertz and WAAW operates on a frequency of 103.7 megahertz at Murray. Kentucky.
Officers, directors, and owners of 10,
'; or
more of the -stock of Timkay. Inc. Include
Glen Wilcox, Frarisuelle Wilcox Cole, and
T.C. Wilcox. Officers, directors, and owners
of 10f,', or more of the stock of Murray
Broadcasting company, Inc. include Edward B. Fritts, Alma R. Fritts, Charles
Shuffet, Margaret Shuffet. C.H. Hulse, and
Frances Hulse. A copy of the application,
amendment(s ). and related material is
available for public inspection at
WNBS/WAAW studios, which are located at
118 South Fifth Street, in Murray,
Kentucky.

•

I3y GARY LARSON

WELLER WHAT PO
YOU THINK OF YOUR
FIRST TRIP OUT OF
YOUR TREE?

..r/V1 (2AV?5

BEETLE, YOU'VE

LOW PLACES

WHAT ti)7 HE .N NE SEW"
ME A ,
DO,STEP OFF
TELEGRAM
THE SUS AND
AHEAD
INSULT YOU?
OF TIME!

\

GIVEN ME TROUBLE
FROM THE MOMENT
YOU JOINED THE

Where the buffalo cruise.

I THINK I HAVE
A FEAR OF

.1-i

ARMY

ADDRESSED
"DEAR
FAISC"./

JUST A
L-UCKY

GUESS

SPECIAL
NO 3LIM
IT
Days
for the Price of 1

Rent all the movies
you want!
$3.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
$2.50 Ea. Movie Rental
Members

HE'S ThE ONLY
EmPt..ovEE :

Pickup Fri., bring back Mon.

Weekend VCR Rental
Only $9.95

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
July II. 1915
Kentucky Purchase Arra Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 4211 Est. GOO Barrows
C Gilts fully .25 Meter Sows .50-1.50
lower some 2.50.3.00 lower on weights
over 000 lb..
U8 I 2 210440 lb..
141.00-41.50
L'S 1-2 200-211 lb..
140.00411.00
US 5-3 210-200 lb..
140.50-41.00
US 3.4 250-270 lbs.
147.50-411.50
Sows
US 1.2 210-350 lb..
$38.00-35.00
US 1.3 3004541 lb..
134.00-30.00
t'S I.3 450-300 lb..
135.00-36.00
L'S 1-3510-850 lb..
131.00-37.50
US 2-3 310-500 lb..
133.00-34.00
Boars 130.00-32.50

'35 Classical
language
36 Artificial
language
37 Before
38 Glossy fabric
39 Cry of crow
40 Three-toed
sloth
41 Slone cut in
relief
42 Mine vein
43-Teet4y
45 Wanted
47 More mature
48 Wise persons

•

7-Day VCR Rentals

HE'S AAARRlea,
COmE8 OUT AT
N I6HT eo H16 DOG”
OR WI4,47EVC-R,,
CAN RUN.

$12.50

Only
Over 1300 Movie
Titles & Growing
We're Your Proffessional RENTAVSALES
Movie Store
CENTER

753-8201

CLARA EAGLE ART
COLLECTION & JEWELRY
We Are Proud To Have Been Selected To Sell
These Pieces From Miss Eagle's Estate.
Betty Hinton's

Harriet's

US161rem and

WPSD4V6 present SWAPS
Al.

SEE SOAP OPERA -- TARS LIVE...& IN PERSON
Learn secrets of the stars' private lives
and of their on-stage character.

Framers Gallery Inc.

t*

LiiVe•
-z

Dixieland Center
Mon.-Sat.

753-0077

STARS

REVIVAL

from NBC's

Another World

Northside Baptist Church
Old 641 North
at Almo Heights

Ellet Wheeler Who Portrays
Martey and Victoria Love

Mon., July 15th Sat!, July 20th
7:30 Nightly
Speaker:

David Brasher
Everyone Welcome!

Portrays
Jake McKinnon

Tom Eplin Who

-

Saturday - July 13
.5:00 and 7:Q0 p.rn.,
part by
Executive Inn, WDDJ
and Wilson Chevrolet
Cadillac.

Sponsored in

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

Also Saturday
Puppet Shows
at 11:00, 1:00
and 3:00
et

A
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legs

Lega

REQUEST FOR BIDS•
The Murray Boardbof Education will accept bid
AutOMOtIVe,- comprehensive
'propoSall 'f
Automobile Feet Coverage for the
.year begthnin August 25, 1985.
Bids will be opened publicly on Thursday, August
S. 1985, at 12:00 noon at the Board Office Building.
Poplar at Ninth Streets, Murvray, Kentucky.
Specifications may be received at the Board Office Building at 9th and Poplar Streets.
Robert G. Jeffrey
Superintendent

15.Articles for

Sale

Mray Ledger & Times

Miscellaneous

24

USED Maytag washer.
olive color, $150. Call
753-2550. ,
AN IT1ES- -$40.95 and
up. A-grade comodes•
$49 .95. Mid•South
Wholesale; 342. East
Washington: Paris:, 901•
642-2552.

16. Home Furnishings
MAPLE'. dining - tbifini
. hutch. table & 6 chairs.
$240. Will selit-, table- et
chairs' seperate- for.$140.
753-0164.
\TONING, must sell- 1
couch $20, 1 double bed
$25. Call 753-6647
SIMMONS hide-la-bed
'couch $85. Lazy Boy
recliner rocker $85.
chrome dinette table- 6
chairs- $70 Call
753-8341.
-

I. James H Jenkins will
no longer be responsible 5 Lost and Found
for any debts other then LOST: 2 long handled
my own as of June 12 1985. truck wash brooms on
James H Jenkins
641 North. ReWard offered Business phone
Notice
2
753-8521, home 759-1151.
LOST acqumarine- and
diamond ring Reward.
NO CREDIT
Loll in Bel Air Center. 19. Farm Equipment
CHECK,
Friday. Call 498-8324 or
VISA
MC
OFFER
LIMITED
"A" Formal] tractor.
753-6926.
Re6eve a MasterCard or VISO
female Huskie hydraulic lift. PTO':
WHITE
plow, disk and cultivacredit caw regardless or* sow
type dog. v.earing
[...At creed hikturv 0t ureseni .
brown- collar with tags. tor. Good c•ondition.
Matadi status
GatesbOrough & Johnny Best offer. Phone 901iNo Savings
Robinson Rd. area Call 247-5524 after 5p.m.
Account Reqdrred'
20 tractor.
753-6931
GUARANTEED,
very good condit4on.
For application call
excellent (Or small farm
6. Help Wanted
_ CREDIT
753.3387- afte
ASSEMBI-11
637136801 ace
100.
WORK
per
$600.00
toll tree‘
LULA) farm wagon and
•
Guaranteed payment
manure spreader. Call
No experience no
753-1265.
sales. Details send selfJim Suiter & addressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332, ft. wheel disc. Good
Jerry Henry will 3418'
condition. Call 759-1816.
Enterprise Rd.. Ft
REDBELLY Ford
be
in
our Pierce. Fl. 33482.
\EED a job" 7 tractor, plows:- disk.
showroom
openings. You - may bushhog, cultivators.
from 6:30-8:00 qualify --if: 11 you are Call 753-9565.
between 16 & 21 yrs. old.
Mon., Tues., 2i you have dropped out' 22 Musical
of school for 9 months or CONN
Thurs., Fri.
trombone with -F
more 3 you don't have attachment,
completely
PURDOM
high school diploma or overhauled.
Call 753GED. Call JTPA out of 2550.
MOTOR'S, INC. school - 9a.m.-1:-30p.m.
Olds Pont Caci Buick
linc Hammond
weekdays 753-9378..
organ, model M-100,
PART-'time t full time $400. Yamaha G-56
shop worker for- guitar. $75. Call
fr2 SHiNGLES. $1. 95 wholesale wood shop.
753'4978 ,
sq . 7
roofing nails- Ntilst have some wood
$11 00 box
Mid-South shop experience -tir abil- 24. Miscellaneous
Wholesale, 342 East ity to operate band saw.
T Washington. Paris: -901- - Apply at -109 N7 12th St.' 8 FT. solid- oak- show
case & hot dog steamer.
642-2552
1p.m.-5p.m. only.
COSMETOLOGY by RECEPTIONIST, Call 753-6266.
LaDora. a new hair general office work ANTIQUE- early Vicsalon. Cuts 65. perms experience only. Must torian love seat & chair,
$25. shhmpoo set $5. be poisecL& possess 12 piece pitcher & bowl
anicur
3-3- 50
excellent telepfione .set, wood box collection.
753-06.55. Closed Wed
skills- Job requires Call 753-7190....
typewriter, copy REST offer on these
machine & filing skills. items: wood burning
Metal Roofing &
Send resume & salary stove. freezer.' small
Siding
requirement .to, _P.O. Harley Davidson
1st quality:White at - Box 1040-F. Murray, motorcycle. car top tent
for camping, walnut
$41 00 per - square
Ky
dining table, pool table,
through July 27th Cut
9 Situation Wanted
bunk beds. old • bikes.
to the inch pay only for
what you get. 5V metal
CbMPLETE home re-- heat pump, equalizer
pair or remodeling. trailer hitch, hoinemat- S 26 95 per square
plumbing, tree trim- ade sailboat, some fur-,
niture. 753-7276 after
• Wood's, Farm
-ming ot removal. Also.
. 5p.m..
Center'
will - buy timber. Call
FirrrOtTr-STigme
753-8566.
502;965-3176
hardwood, split and deDEPENDABLE Mother
Free delivery 25
livered $25 a rick. RC & R
will babysit in my home
.Agriculture Ensquares and up
or yours. Call 437-4243.
trenpreners. Call 901-247WILL babysit in my
5185. Best firewood in
home. Call 759-1219.
town..
)'EN BAR Inn memWILL clean your house GREAT books of wesbership Take over
or (Afire. Have excel- tern world, complete
payments. Call 502-376lent references. Call set Call 759-1816.
277
2
after 6p.M.•759-1762.
WILL do house cleanSweet Corn
ing, experienced, deWoodworks by
pendable. references.
and
Call 753-6043
Cabin Creek

rrRGUSON

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(Witt; Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

33. Rooms for Rent
ROOMS for girls or
boys near university.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
SLEEPING room air
conditioned. 1610 Farmer
Ave -Call 3p.m.-8p.m. 7594952.

x 1 2'
x 4
1
2
SHEETROCK $5.95
This week only. Mid.
South Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris: 901-642-2552.
4'88' TREATED lattice
panels- reg. $17.75- on
sale Cl6.50. Mid-South
Wholesale: 342 East
Washington: Paris; 901-

LOG HOME SALES

r7

1 EULLION DOLLARS
IN LOG KIT SALES
PROJECTED FOR 1985

Manulacforer lahIng aocnrca
Ihrs area
tions for d Ocala/
Deafer can average SI 500 on
a log ha sale alone

• 4 FEATURING solid
10gs

un.torm

treated

• .Flat or round 'menet walls
• Hand-newn_exterior look.
• Custom • commercial and
contemporary buildrngs
available
• c no
territory .
• 'AO day free tra.n.og
cc
• ..criki irtroduCing to the
•,,...t,r,,,o:e
rnoc
as
esis
eimoled log
,
T-CIay Snell erettron

UNLIMITED
Income Potential
- REQUIREIJEWS • Must be ,.capable of our
chasing a $13.275 model
. home
• Meet our high static:Lards
• Desire, to succeed

Cal,

Mr TaylOr COLLECT for an applocahon 4704)• 932-0137
Yesteryear Log Homes P 0
EloY 1046. Mooresvolle N C
28115

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

1974 12x60, 2 BR, $4,000
Call 753-5808
1974 FIFTH Avenue
14870, remodeled, $5000.
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
1979 14860, 2 BR, partially furnished. Excellent condition. $6200.
753-1362 or after 5p.m.
753-0918. 1983 ELCONA 14x70, 3
BR. 1 1/2 bath, extension
onto living & dining area.
Fireplace, $17,000. Inquire at F-2 Coach
Green
Beans
Handcrafted Furniture
10. Business Opportunity
Estates.
For Sale
a Accessories Repairs
24x60 ON 3/4 of an acre
FOR sale Home and Busa Refinishing. Call
shaded lot, 1 mile .from
iness. Grocery.story with
753-4095
downtown Murray/
753-0079 or 759-9654.
3 bedroom home. good-condition'. well insulated. 1959. CHEN'Y pickup Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,2
reasonably priced. excel- $300. 1971 Chevy motor bath, large living room,
MURRAY Tailor Shop lent • location Owner IS' home: fully -Self con- family room & dining
area, central ae & heat,
is not going out of retiring. Don't let this t a in e_e..__5_1.511_0_
nosiness.- They are. open Opportunity escape you: Plymouth Fury In 6.450. W-to-vi carpeting, par5:30 to 4:30 Monday Call 1-382-2479.
Heavy duty farm wagon' tially furnished, & sun
thru- Saturday and
, ROO. 436-2506. Will ac- deck. Quality country
located under the 15. Articles for Sale . cept trade on any above living at a reasonable
price-Reduced by $3.000.
Frame Village
ADMIRAL10.1 Cu. ft. items.
Call 762-6287 or 753-9445. •
upright _freezer. excel2 BR trailer includes
lent- condition, $125. Call
refrigerator & stove,
1974
Lincoln
763-2590.
partially furnished with
SWEET
Mark IV. Good
FREEZER 26 ft. chest.
underpinning on -3 lots
Jo's' Palace 753-8202.
Call 753-3322.
condition, rebuilt
ears for $
tr.h... harvest gold reTRAILER for sale
engine. $2,200.
frigerator. Must sell.
12x60, see Brandon Dills
$225. Call 753-3069.
•
753-8500
Trailer Court 753-9104
TfOrt.RIOR door unitsLauan-- .330.00: Birch
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
_TODDLER Day Care $40.00-. Mid -South HEAVY duty equip- 12x60 MAILER. :See
has openings for 1- Wholesale; 342-- East ment hual trailer. Call Bran.dori Dill. Dills
Washington: 'Paris; 901- 436-5330 after 6p.m. or
- toddler &.- 1- 4 yr. old
Trailer Ct. Must have
642-2552.
weekends.
Call 751-2555.
references.
hydraulic
REGRIGERATOR.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
harves:t gold - -bed lift, electric lift
AC/natural • gas. Shady
TIRE SALE
Westinghouse, 20 Cu. ft. chair, adjustable
Oaks 753-5209.
walker.
with
ice
maker.
Call
753-3468.
Good
Grand AM
condition. Call * 753-6173 RAILROAD ties.
29. Heating and Cooling
Radial GT
or 753-8613.
grades $7, $9 & $12 Call
18.000 BTI. window unit
Now Save 25%
SEARS Coppertone 753-2805 or 435-4343.
double oven electric- REFRIGERATOR $150. AC. good condition
ECONOMY TIRE
range, electric range. couch 650. air hockey Cti11'-753.3917 after 5p.m._
753-8500
excellent condition: Call $35. king size mattress
31.. Want to Rent
492-8604.
and spring- like.....new$125. 753-5292 after NISI: professor & family
Asperistar vitt* t BR,
SEARS Kenmore de- bath home. Call
humidifier. 40 pints 753-4173.
Intensive care head nurse 13 beds I.C.
capacity. 2 yr
.9,-. like 32. Apts for
Rent new. Call 753.-044&Unit in a 367 bed acute care facility
I
&
2
BR
apt.
near
SEARS custom central
located in Paducah. Ky. 3 years exair conditioner. 21/2 downtown Murray.
perience in intensive care & supervision
ton 129.000 BTU I $250. 2- Adults only. Call 75314 inch 10 ft. New Flex 4109, 762-6650, or 436preferred. An excellent chance for profes2544.
Duct $20. 759-9896. •
sional growth in an organization with good
SEASONED firewood - 3 or 4 BEDROOM lower
benefits & competative weges. Send
oak, hick'bey, mixed flat & 2 bedroom
resume to: Dick Thomas, Personnel Direchardwood. 630/rick duplex, Murray. 492delivered. Min. order 2 8225. •
tor, Western Baptist Hospital, 2501 Ky.
ricks. Gall John Boyer APAR10E1%i'located 1
Ave., Paducah, KY 42001.
753-0338. "
block from downtown
TWO large, seasoned shops & sevices. Call
hickory logs, on the 753-9251 days or 753-0662
ground with easy ac- mpts.
cell. Kirksey area. $20. 1 or 2 BEDROOM. Also,
The72773 after 5:30p.m.
_sleeping rooms. •ZimFull time position available for
UPRIGHT piano-. good. merman- apartments. S
registered nurses in I.C.U., C.C.U., playing condition. $200. 16th, 753-6609.
22 cu ft. chest type LARGE 1 bedroom
ER..4% Neurology"3-11, 11-7, and
freezer. .$300. Home. Apartment. Stove, re-

CORN
14
1
435-4472

pATIENT

POSITION AVAILABLE

POSITION AVAILABLE

sioVaig-shiftlivailable. Expand your
nursing career at Western Baptist
......contact; Nola Courtney RN,,NISN
Assoc. Director of Nursing at 2501
Ky. Ave., Paducah, Ky. 42001 or
phone 502-575-2200.

stereo- Kenwood. turn- frig‘rator, Air Contable, - cassette deck. ditioner. . private, One
receiver. speakers 28 block from Hospital
watt plus cabinet, $450- Available 'August lat..
474.1 before 3p m.
$135 month. Call 75.WHIRLPOOL re- 1987
frigerator,. 19.5, cubic LARGE extra nice, 2 RR
feet, like new. Call furnished apt. Also. 1 BR
between 8a.m.,-5p.m. apt. near University Call
753-2621.

,

34.

Houses for Rent

1 SMALL house, living
room, bedroom, kitchen
& bath. Also, 5 bedroom,. living room, kitchen. utility room & 2
bath.- Phone days 502.
885-7430, evenings 7537728.
3 BORM. house, Hwy.
80, Brewers, I-5.mi. from
Murray. 6 acreS, large
detached garage, ac, gas
heat. $250 per month

plus $250 deposit.
Available Aug. 5th. Call

SKY-ROCKET

•8

32. Apt, for Rent
38. Pets-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
40. Produce
1 BEDROOM furnished 7 DOBERMAN pups. 6 FREE Kittens, 10 weeks
apt.. 1604 1/2 Miller. -weeks old. $50 ea Call old to good home. Call SWEET corn for sale,-ready Wed., nice ears..
Cali 753-5898 or 753:9922.
after 5 PM 753-9384.
489-2691.
__W00. per dozen. Call
1 BR furnished apt. ARC German Shepherd
4M-2402.
near hospital. Couples puppies, 7 weeks old 40. Produce
corn for sale.
rxrET
only. Call 492-8662.
Call 753-090.4
JUNE Apples. Call $1.01/ dozen. Call 489l'tfALL apt. suitable for
A,TU,RE 489-2467, Tucker Or- 2392.
single or married Dachshund, red male, 9 chards Landfill rqad
couple, $125 month, $75 months old. AKC re- SWEET corn for sale,
deposit. Call 753-4808.
gistered, $350. Call 753- 61.00 dozen. Call 382- 41. Public Sales
TAKING applications 5222.
2762, 489-2292
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. I, 2 or 3 4 1 . Public Sales
41 Public Sales
BR. Apply HiUdale
YARD SALE
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Fri. & Sat.
E qual Housing
YARD SALE
Opportunity.

527-7030 days; 527.7961
or 527-1720 after 6p.m.
BEDROOM house
near Graves &
Calloway Co. line on
121, located in Ben
DeField Subdivision. 2
bath, garage, garden
spot, $300 per month
rent plus deposit. Call
anytime after 6p.m.
489-2882 or 489-2557.
3 BR house, great room,
basement, all con
veniences. 1 year lease,
no inside pets. Re
ferences & deposit, $550
a month. Call 753-8731.

LARGE- 4 BR, 3 bath,
3200 sq. ft., newer
house, close to town.
Call 753-6035.

Fri. & Sat.
3 miles out
94 East on
Post Oak
Drive Guns, sporting
equipment, motorcycles, tools &

YARD SALE
Sat. July 13
8-2
Oaks Estates
Out 94 W. next to
Oaks Country Club
Baby clothes
toys & equipment,
maternity clothes,
curtains
rods,
hanging light fix
tures, & more.

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
1408 Poplar St.
Couch, TV,rocker,
camn bottom chairs,
material, books,
girls clothes, larger
women's clothes.

YARD
SALE.
Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-1
1707 Melrose

Guns, sporting
equipment, motorcycles, tools &
misc.

YARD SALE

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

Friday &
Saturday
8-?
504 S. 6th
Stereo System,
brand
name
women's clothing,
childrens clothes,
magazines, fruit jars,
glasswear, & much
more.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Just past red light
in Puryear.
Girls 5-12 clothes,
boy infant clothes,
household items,
odd & ends.

37. Livestock-Supplies
RAY in field Wed.,
square

bales. Timothy,

Red clover Orchard
grass .8r Lespedisa.
Before 5p.m. 753-7743,
after 5p.m. 753-3992.

38. Pets-Supplies
3 YORKSHIRE Terrier
puppies, one Pomeranian puppy. 6 weeks old,
$150 each. Call 489-2651.
AKC_ female Collie. 6
mo. ,old, looks like
Lassie. Call 489-2377- or
436-5835.

YARD SALE
Sat. July 13
8'a.m.-4 p.m.
No sales before 8 a.m.
1100 County Cork
Dr.(Gatesborough)
Baby furniture, dining
table, Hoover vacuum
cleaner, aquariums, mini
blinds, silver plate, small
appliances. & bedroom
chair.

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.•?
On Wiswell Rd. Hwy.
1550 or S. 16th Ext. 3
mi. from town near
Oaks Rd. Extra nice
baby clothes, maternity
clothes, tables, trolling
motor, patio doors,
vacuum cleaners, toys,
drapes. Sat. only console stereo & twin bed.

4 1 . Public Sales

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
1 500 Clayshire Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
8:30-5:00
Furniture, -"baby
items, royal ekttric
typewriter, exercise
interior
bicycle,
decorator items, all
sizes of clothes, lots
more.

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Johnny Robertson Rd
(Behind Gatesborough)
Antique rocker, bowling ball, twin girls
clothing birth to 5,
nursery furniture,
toys, lots more.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Rain or Shine
304 N. 4th
Next to Ezell
Beauty School
Fri & Sat. 8-5
Aquarium, small appliances, king size bed
spread, baby clothes.
ladies clothes, lots of nic
nacs, some depression
glass.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday
902 Pogue Ave.
7 a.m,-4 p.m.
Clothes, (men &
womens), womens
7½-b0 shoes, elec..
saw, pick, hay fork,
wrench & socket set,
lots of odds & ends.

3 miles out
94 East on
.Post Oak
Drive

YARD
SALE
Sat. July 13th
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
510 S. 6th St.
if
Cancelled
rains.

41.
n'TXT

40. Produ jce
TAKING orders for
green beans $8 a bushel,
Also., okra & squash.
Call 481.2565.

Inc
shoe

d r et
,-- suite:
refrl
drye
loUor
bottlt
thin;
Trask
• Col&

vrtraw.
-s1-1-corn.
You pick' .50 cents a
dozen. Gall 753-8848.

41, Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 12-13
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
On 464 West of
Almo Height. Antiques radio-stereo,
desk, furniture, lots
more items.

Stei
bra
clot
clot
frui
mUl

CARPORT
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
203 N. 10th
Washer, stove,
ref., freezer, air
conditioner, bed,
desk, stereo, &
many other nic
nacs. 753-0606.

Sat., July 13
8 a.m.,4 p.m.
On 121 N. across
from fairgrounds.
Bedspreads & curtains,
school desk, decotbtor
items, toys, canning
jars, many other items
to numerous to list
3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m

8

4 3.
rinri
H.A.
pertit
Murr
Realt
753-81
753-98
Ire515
offer
sele(
home
prope
fered
your
phone
our of

YARD
SALE

121 S in Lynnwood
Estates - marble vanity
tops, antique chair.
lawn chairs, stereo.
typewriter, lamps, sm.
appliances, make-up
mirror, flower pots,
dishes, equalizer trailer
hitch. Lots 'of party
favors. Other items to
numerous to mention

1536 Oxford •
8-2
16" boys bicycle,
(like new) riding
toys, .handmade
Cabbage Patch
Doll
$25,
household items.

44. •
I AC1
Cold
age
restrii
-489-22:
EKRZ
Dr. ir
divisic
LIFT
Chero
Call 7:

BALLARD COUNTY FAIR
LaCenter, Ky.
July 13 Through July 20
Horse Show -July 13
Harness Racing-July 19 & 20
Tractor Pull-July20

.DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 313.90
Opened
315.70
Today
1.80
Up-..

46. IITCR
out- b
seen

only.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
6.05
Yesterday
Opened
6.09
Today
.04
Up

home
office
churc
Call 48
,
MITC
dining
room,
fire
SYc
753-664

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
7S37113
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12-5 Sunday

we FLEA MARKET Huge

Opi
Rug

Once A Month -ind Weekend
July 13-14
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

County Wide
Yard Sale
Bel Air
Shopping
Center
Sat. July 13

free;
B&V1
-pest
Old
rock
cam
glas:
glasr
glas:
2-pai
wart
mon
dim(

At The

Henry- County Fairgrounds
Paris, Tennessee
Featuring Arts and Crafts
& AntiquesFor Set-ups call:
(901) 782-3396 after 5 P.M.
Free Admission
Bring your family and friends..
Flea markets are fun!'

1T1011.,

ONCE IN
A LIFETIME
CARPORT
SALE
B. Scott's
Sat. July 13th
8:00-5:00
(cancelled in case
of rain)

MULTI
YARD
SALE
Olive St.
Between
10th & 12th
Friday &
Saturday
8 A.M.-?
3 Party
Yard Sale
121 South at
Cherry Corner
Saturday
July 13
7-5
Some furniture,
kitchen appliance,
bicycle. Lots of

misc.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

AUCTION
Saturday, July 13, 1985
2:00 P.M.
22 Acres • Lake Area Property
Location: 11 miles southest of Murray,
Kentucky. Take Highway '121 South to
Highway 280 North, turn left and go approximately 4 miles to property site.
bocated one mile from Blood River, this
property is ideal for any outdoor re-ceeation, whether it be fishing, camping,
.lagatingowirriming, or skiing. There is appro/air-lately 750' frontage on Highway 280,
and of the 22 acres. 18 are wooded with
several good building sites. There is also
an Outstanding grove of marketable poplar
timber on this property.
Small acreage tracts of this type are
hard to fl'hd in the lake area,so if you want
a place for enjoying the outdoors, or your
own private estate, don't overlook this exceptional -site.
Owners: David and Darnell Vaughn
Terms: 20% down day of sale with balance
on deliverjr 'of deed within 30 days.
All information contained herein was
derived from reliable sources and is deemed to be correct, however, it is not
guaranteed and does not constitutes, part
.of a subsequent contract and is for informational purposes only.

complete Liquidation Of Ward Elkins
Selling By Order Of The Secured Party
Bankruptcy Case No, 5-85-00053
Thursday, July 18, 1985 • 6 P.M
Friday, July 19, 1985 • 6 P.M.
Location: Hannan Plaza, on the corner of
Highway 45 and Athen Barkley Drive,
Paducah, Ky.
Refrigerators, freezers, washers,
dryers, microwaves. TV's, VCR's,
ranges, air conditioners, ovens,
cameras, office furniture & equipment, cookware, stereo components.
Friday, July 19, 1085 - 10 A.M.
Location Ward Elkins Building,6th Street,
Mayfield, Ky.
Modern test equipment. video recorders,ser-

Real Estate 8. Auction Co.

Phone 15031247-1385
C.111/. Shelton, Auctioneer

753-9468 or 753-2967 .

47066

ray,
Ola

tric s
& dr,
dish(
coucl
dle b
beds
8 h.p
gard
be he
duct(

All information COribilrfPin1PIVI• Nag riertra !Mtn reliable
sources and Is deemgd to be correct. however. It Is not
guaranteed and dOes not constitute a- pani of a subsequent con
tract and la for informational purposes onk

Real Estate 8 Auction Co
Ay

1111111••••11

Ward Elkins had the largest repair service center in Western Kentucky for televisions, video recorders and appliances.
Financing available! 'You don't have to
have ca.ph to buy! For loan approval, call
502-247-1385.
-•
Public showing at both locations on
Saturday, July 13, 1985 from 8 A.M. to 12
noon.
For a detailed, illustrated brochure,contact'selling agent.

C.W.-Sheitcni

Mayfield

For
43E

vice data books.service Manuals, replacement
parts, air conditioners, service tools, and_
thoudands of.dollars worth of parts.

C.W. Shelton
811 Par.% Road

item
Auct

811Paris

Rood

For n
Lynn

Mayfield, Ay. 02066

Phone 15021207-1385
CAN

Shelton. Auctioneer

11
•

AU.

e---•-•.••••-•••,rvt••••el,
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CLASSIFIEDS
41. Public Sales
GIANT yard sale. Business books, clothes,
shoes, peds, chests.
dresgers. 'bedroom
suites, couches, chairs.
refrigerator, ranges.
dryers, suntan oil &
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
bottle, antiques, Something for everyone.
Trash & Treasure, 806
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.

Milerray"

46. Homes for Sale,

46. Homes for Sale
51. Campers
49. Used Cars
5,3. Services Offered
900 DOWN, $132 UNIQUE Gatesborough 1975 FIAT X19 $1895. WILDERNESS 26' 1976, GUTTERING by
Sears
monthly buys 4 room home extraordinary 1974 GMC-PU $995. 1978 used very little,
air, - Sears continuous gut.
house with garage, home in a distinctive Chev. Vega $3?5. 759- furnace,
sleeps q, new ters installed for your
large lot, Hazel, Ky. area-. Four bedrooms,
awning. Call 753-7309 specifications. Call
3 1801.
Great starter home or baths, 2 decks,
Sears 753-2310 for free
central 1976 BUICK Skylark, work or 435-4444 home.
rental property. 901-247- gas heat plus
estimate.
wood - V-8, 2 dr, .73,000 miles,
5833.
stove, large walk-in ac, stereo. Best offer. 52'. Boats-Motors
1317 owner, 3 BR brick, 1 closet and dressing
area 489-2312 after 4p.m.
Inigalion-Rmidentele
baths, den, living room, off master bedroom. 1978 BUICK Regal 2 dr., 14 FT. aluminum fisCAMPBELL WELL
dining room combine-. Phone Kopperud suntop, new transmis- ing boat and trailer. 16
ft.' walkthru windshield
DRILLING
tion, double garage, Realty, 753-1222.
sion & radiator. Best and trailer. 18 ft.
McKenzie. Tn
central heat and air.
offer. Call 753-0719.
walkthru,
CeN Collect
120.
h.p.,
inPrice $67,500. 753-7456.
47. Motorcycles
1977 CHEVY Malabu board outboard and
901 362-3671 cu.
BY owner, brick
901,352,5704 .
1979 tAMAHA 656 Classic Station Wagon & trailer. Honda 500. 3
on quiet street, on large
Fre* Estimates
Special, good condition. Whirlpool washer. Both cycle trailer. All in
wooded lot. 1st floor has
in excellent condition. excellent condition. 1666
Call 753-7704.
2 bedrooms, appliances,
Call 753-9844.
JOINER'S Tree SerRyan Ave.
living room with cath- 1980- 650 CC Honda,
Fri. & Sat.
1977 CUTLASS Supreme 16 FT. V-hull with 4 vice.30 years exedral ceilings & custom saddlebags and
Oldsmobile, V-6, air, cylinder Chevy inboard perience. Also bucket
8-?
fireplace. Lower floor trunk, roll bar with foot
truck for hire. Call
has 2 bedrooms, pegs, 12,500 miles. Call power brakes & power 2300. Call 753-1205.
504 S. 6th
steering, tilt & cruise, 1972 16' MARK Twain, 753-0366.
fireplace & partially 753-0450. ext. 309
transmission. Real walkthrough windshield LAWN mower & tiller
Stereo system, name
furnished. Both floors 7a.m.•4p.m.- Monday. 350
good condition. 492-8613.
women's
brand
with inboard/outboard repair. Call Wayne or
may be used as single Friday.
family or either floor 1980 HONDA, 250 Trail 1977 GRAN Prix LJ, 140 hp., am-fm stereo Kim Wilson 3 miles S.
clothing, children's
loaded, extra nice, cassette. Very good on 121. Phone 753-5086.
may be rented. Phone bike. $400. Call 759-9749.
clothes, magazines,
shape. Call 753-3730 LICENSED Electrician
1983 KAWASAKI 446 301-V8. Call 759-9799.
753.3593fruit jars, glassware.
for residential and
EXTRA neat two bed- LTD, helmet. Call 435- 1977 I.T.D. 4 dr., air, after 4p.m.
much more.
runs good. 1966 Lincoln 1974 GLASTRON 17 It.. commercial. Heating
room brick home, large 4444.
83 HONDA 70 3 - Classic, 2 dr., vinyl top, 115 hp Mercury, closed and air condition, gas
living rodm and den
with wood burning wheeler. Also Columbia excellent condition. Call bow, deep V-hull, extra installation and repair.
nice, $2850. Call 759-4063 Phone 753-7203.
fireplace. 20x40 garage, bicycle built for 2. Call 436-9868.
MITCHELL Paving.
pond. State Line Rd. after 5p.m. 759-4906.
1978 CUTLASg between 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sealing striping, repair
west of Hazel, Ky. Call
Supreme. V-8 305, air, 1977 CHECKMATE 470
I / 0 SS prop, & complete asphalt
498-8749 or Moody 49. Used
power
windows,
tilt,
pb,
Cars
installation. All jobs,
Realty Co. 901-642-5093.
pa. Call 492-8855 after walkthrough w•ind1939 PON'I/A 1
shield, in good condi- large & small. Call
5p.m.
753-1537.
Coupe, restorable conTo Settle
1078 GRAND Marquis tion. $5000. Call 759-4652.
dition, $1200. Call 759MOWING. Also, hauling
An Estate
Mercury, all- power, 1978 20' Harris Deck
and yard work. Re1750.
.good gas mileage. Call Craft, seats 12 people,
3 BR home, partially
1985 CHEVY II, Nova, g 759-1816.
tandem axle trailer asonable rates, good
furnished at lakeway
references. Call Jerry
cylinder Station Wagon,
1978 VOLKSWAGON with electric winch: 759-9661.
Shore. $34,900
straight shift, Call 438Evinrude
outboard.
In
Scirroco, great condiCall after 5 p.m.
5377 after 5pm.
excellent condition, Call NEED work on your
tion. Call 753-9206.
753-3525.
trees? Topping, prun1968 PLYMOUTH Fury
759-9367 after 6 PM.
1978 VW convertible,
20 FT. Renell, 6 cylincia? ing,..shaping, complete
NEEL) to move. Price II, Electric Pargo Golf $3,400. Call 759-9432.
removal and more. Call
Reduced HOUSE and Cart with charger. Can 1979 CUTLASS Inboard. Good shape. BOVER'S
TREE
Call 753-4618.
4 3 . Real Estate
two lots. 3 BR, dining be seen at 507 Broad St.
Supreme, Lt. blue, orig.
SERVICE • for Pro13ANK of Murray & Fm room, kitchen, living 1988 CAMARO, $2400. owneT, low -mileage. 28 FT. Irwin sailboat, fessional
tree care.
H.A. sepossessed pro- room and utility room. 2 Call after 4p.m. Sell $1400 below retail. well equipped, excellent 753-0338.
condition, located Ky.
perties. Other listings, storage buildings, car- 753-4896.
Call 759-4006, 753-4953.
Murray-Calloway Co. port, grape vines and 1989 VOLKSWAGON 1979 -FORD ' Mustang, Lake. Call ;502-886-0034,
Realty. 304 N. 12th St. berries vines. Price Bug, good condition. 3-door, 4-speed, back PONTOON boa24 ft.,
Painting
Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. window
753-8146 or Ron Talent $22,000. Phone 492-8492.
defrost and new deck & carpet,
Interior & exterior,
metal
roof,
33
hp
John753-9894.
LETS make a deal. 3 or weekends.
wiper, very good condiquality work. Comson motor, A-1 condition
kOPPERUD Realty BDRM house near Un- 1969 VOLKSWAGON tion, $2900. Call 753-1591.
petitive prices. Insured.
offers and excellent iversity. 43,000. Owner Fast Back wreak. To 1979 OLDS Cutlass with new trailer.
Over 16 years exselection of quality financing. 753-3006 sell for engine trans- Supreme, 2 dr., black, 901-247-5397.
perience. Call Ralph
mission parts, $300. Call
homes with over 200 evenings.
priced for quick sale. SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark
Worley 759-1050..
properties currently of- NEWLY decorated 1 753-0151 or 762-2054.
Call after 5p.m. "Mayflower", complete
with trailer and ac
fered for sale. For all bedroom, large lot. 1304 1972 CAPRI, good Tun. 762-2550.
cessories. Holds up to 3 ODD job specialist,
your Real Estate needs Sycamore. Priced in fling condition': $450 or 1980 FIREBIRD,
excel- or 4 adults. Call ceiling fans, electrical,
best offer. New timing lent
phone 753-1222, or visit low 20's. Call 759-1894.
condition, loaded
plumbing, fencing. You
753-9752.
our office at 711 Main.
PRICE reduced on new belt, good battery, good with' extras,
SPORTMAN'S BOAT name it, I do it. You
3 BR house. Extra nice- brakes, clean interior. sharp car. Call 759-4573.
44. Lots for Sale
WORKS. Sale now on all buy-, I install. You
must be seen to ap- 474-8884.
1986 Honda Accord, 4 runabouts.
break, I fix. Call 436I ACRE lot on 121N. at preciate. Can secure 1972 1/W Beetle body, 1215
ce
. ntury and
door, original owner. Ebbtide.
2868.
NITRO! is here.
Coldwater. Road . front- financing for qualified Hp engine with dual car- Phone
474-8084 after 5pm.
Fish and ski models. PAINTING = Paper
buretors. Call' 7536724
age on two sides. No buyer. Call 753-3903.
1980 OLDS Delta Eta Check them out now. Hwy hanging, commerical or
restrictions. $2850. Call Quiet elegance... Two after 5pm.
Royale, air, ps, pb. 68 at Jonathan Creek. residential. Free es489-2236.
story solid brick has 1973 FORD 4-wheel Phone 759-9336.
timates, References. 25
502-354-6569.
LARGE lot on Becketf dignity of yesteryear drive, $1250. 1957 Chevy
years experience,
Dr. in Canterbury Sub- with convenience of 2 dr., for trade or sale. 1980 PONTIAC BonTremon Farris 759-1987
neville, excellent condivision. Call 753-3903.
today. Three spacious Call 438-2582.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
dition. 4-door, cruise, 53. Services Offered
LOT for sale in bedrooms, plus study. 1973 SQUARE back light
Siding, Additions,
grey, tilt, new ALL -type
Cherokee Village Ark. Spacious landscaped lot Volkswagon, needs
masonry Painting,
brakes & tires. Call work,'
General CarCall 753-8286.
block, brick, pentry.
with towering trees. some work. Will take after 5p.m.
P.A. Molony Co
753-8382.
concrete,
$200.
driveways; 753 Call 759-1721.
You have found your
862 8 . Free
1980 TOYOTA Celica sidewalks, patios, house
46. Homes for Sale
home located near 1974 BUICK RegalEstimates.
10 ACRES. 2 houses. 3 library and hospital. -stage 1 455-4, tilt, air, GT Coupe, 48.000 miles, foundations. 25 years
out buildings. Can be Dial .753-1492 CEN- new cassete, tri-wire air, tilt, am-fm, cass- experience. Free es- GENERAL maintenseen by appointment TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, wheels- almost like ette, new tires. Priced timates. Call Charles ance, roofing, painting
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
to sell at
Realtors.
only. can 436-2497.
new. $1750. Also, 1974 value. wholesale book Barnett 753-5476.
Call 753-8378 APPLIANCE REPAIR: Free estimates. Call
3 BEDROOM brick 17-IREE bedroom brick, Mazda RX3 station
474-2330.
after 5p.tn.
Factory authorized for
home across from post large den, dinette, cen- wagon- dependable
office, near stres & tral air. Double carport transportation, $600 and 1982 FORD Escort, red, Tappan, Keivinator and SPEEDWAY Truett
churches in Kirksey. with large storage area. a .1976 longbed Chevy 47,000 miles, am -fm Brown. Service on gas Want, Highway 641
Call 489-2447.
Priced $34,500. Call truck, 6 cyl., $950. If cassette stereo, excel- an(' electricranges, North. Call to find out
our summer specials.
seriously interested call lent condition, $3,295. microwaves, dis4 BR. 3 bath, formal 753-6076.
Call 753-7275.
hwashers, re- We also stock Delco
dining room & living TWO bedroom, bath & 753-0337 after 4p.m.
Batteries, starters and
room, family room with 1/2, 2 miles from 1974 GRAND Prix, new 1982 Z28, black & gold, frigerators, etc. Earl
alternators. Business
fireplace. 1608 Murray with acreage. tires $500 . Can be seen gold velour interior, Lovett, 354-6956 or 753phone 753-8521, home
Sycamore. Call Extra nice. 70-3917 at 405 S 10th. Murray excellent condition. Call 5341.
759-1151.
753-4487.
APPLIANCE
after 5p.m.
Ky.
753-6648.
1983 Z-28 CAMARO. SERVICE. Kenmore,
charcoal gray, cross Westinghouse,
fire ignition, T-top, tilt Whirlpool. '23 years
& cruise, 37,000 miles, experience. Parts and
$10,000, 1 owner. 753- service. Bobby Hopper,
4921.
Bob's Appliance Ser. Saturday, July 13th, 1985 at 10 a.m. at Mrs.
1984 MAZDA RX7 5- vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Free Estimates
Opal Rowland home place. 2nd house past Charles
speed, air, stereo, low Business 753-4872, 436759-1983
mileage, charcoal gray. 5848 (home).
Rushing Used Cars on Highway 1824 at Almo, Ky.
$9,900 firm. Call 1-527ARS Brothers &
TUfP REMOVAL
7985.
Pecan bedroom suite, Admiral stereo AM/FM radio, small
Sops. Siding, gutters,
1984 PONTIAC Fiero roofs, replacement SERVICE. Tired of
freezer, electric stove & refrigerator, chrome breakfast set,
SE, loaded, extra nice windows. 30 yrs. ex- unsightly stumps and
B&W T.V., gas heating stove, hidabed cotfCh, coffee & end tables,
condition. Call 753-4095.
perience. Free es- mowing around them?
We can emove any
poster bedroom suite, electric fan, old quilts, old library table,
timates. (502)362-4895.
'74 MAVERICK,
stump and leave a fresh
old hi hack dresser, chifferobe, old press, keraNne lamps, old
cylinder, automatic DAVE'S Window Cleanseed bed with no. damtransmission, good en- ing Service. Call 438-2845
rockers, set of fancy antique twin beds with dressing table,
age to surrounding
gine & transmission, or 753-9873.
camel back trunk, old picture frames, child rocker, some old
lawn. Larry Wood 753$350. Call 436-2113.
DENNIS
McClue4
conglass & china, depression glass, Shirley Temple pitcher, press
0211.
'78 BUICK Park struction, r/dofing.
SUMMER is here.
glass water pitcher, other water pitchers,8 small cranberry wine
Avenue, 85,000 mi., all painting, plumbing.' inglasses, green depression cake plate, carnival glass•Rieces,
power, nice, asking terior or /exterior. Bring your mowers
(riding & push), -tillers,
$3800. Call after 6p.m. Phone 502,582-2689, Rt.
2-painted plates, glass -slippers, other glass pieces, cast iron
chain saws, small en753-7275.
I.
Sedalia,'
ware, dinner kettle, teakettle, skillets, other cast ironware,old
gines and welding to
'78
CUTLASS, black FENCE sales at Sears Moody's Repair for
money-1892 5 dollar gold piece, wheat pennies, silver dollars, 1877
with factory T-tops, now. $11 Sears 753-2310 their tune
up and overdimes & quarters, proof Sets, small red wagon, wash tubs, lawn
lettered tires & 350 for pee estimate for haul. Cherry' Corner
mower, hand & garden tools, storm windows, yard chairs. Other
engine. Good condition. youy needs.
Road, 753-5668. Free
Call 753-5159.
items not listed. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
CANER AL HOME pickup & delivery. Work
FOR sale or trade, 1981 gERAIR. 15 years ex- Guaranteed.
Auction conducted by the Dan Miller Auction Service.
Chevy - Malibu, 4-door, iperfence. Carpentry, TREES trimmed or
V-6, auto, air, nice car..
ncrete, plumbing, removed. Also, yard
Phone 759-1187 after
fing, siding. NO JOB work. Experienced.
4p.m.
T4 SMALL. Free es- Free estimates. Call
Licensed & Bonded In
GOV'T surplus cars & ti tes. Days 753-6973. 436-2690.
Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
trucks, under $100. Now ni hts 474-2276.
Wedding
available in your area. IN
blown in
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Photography
Call 1-619-565-1522. 24 by Sears. TVA aphrs.
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
proved. Save on those
753-8298
WANTED, dood older high heating and coolCARTER STUDIO
For more information &.your auction needs phone
model 9 passenger station ing bills. Call Sears
SUITE El
300 MAIN ST
753-2310 for free
wagon. Call 753-1566.
435-4144. Lynn Grove, Ky. 1 North 3rd Entrance
estimate.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
50. Used Trucks

YARD
SALE

Big
Yard Sale

ar.

Fri. & Sat.
Hwy. 94 East
41
/
2 miles
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Estate Auction

Aluminum
Service Co.

Estate Auction
Saturday, July 13th, 1985 at 2 p.m.from Murray, Ky. take 641 North to stop light at Hardin. Turn
West on to Highway 80. 3rd house on right. Mrs.
Ola Jones home place. See auction signs,
Will sell some like new furniture & appliances, like new electric stove & frost free refrigerator, like new freezer,nice washer
& dryer, nice round table & chairs, small kitchen appliances,
dishes, pots & pans. 2-door dish cabinet, dehumidifier. hidabed
couch, end tables, odd chairs, R.C.A. color t.v., table lamps,spindle back rocker, tredal sewing Mathine, electric heaters, twin
• beds, dresser & chest, another nice bedroom suite, lot of linen,
8 h.p. Snapper riding mower with electric start, push mower,
garden tiller, lawn chairs, o'ther items not listed. Auction will
be held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Auction conducted by the Dan Miller,Auction Service.

-

Dan

Auctioneer

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
Terry Paschall -Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
"My Service

Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
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51

Campers

WHEN
IT'S WORTH
DOING RIGIM

***
i* ...
**
JOE SMITH
**
*
*
CARP
ET CENTER **
:
**

458 MIDAS AIME mots.
lionis. 23 ft. . double air,
400 Tork transmission
Call 489-2782
POP-UP camper, 197g
Star Craft., Starmaster
6. like new. 411 753
,
5950
or 764756.
POP up camper, sleeps
6 Call 435 4537

753-6660
*
*
th************************1
•

•

sumw
•

9

OERRY'S

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. It•forencos.
Call Will Id &allay.
753-04119

LW;I M K II CHI N LABINETS
K, COS f
VVOODWOHKING

•
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS a.
111411 NO I
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry•
queicasts • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS •

•

TREE work. Complete
removal;-- topping, tri-•
VANITIES
mming & stumps re'CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE". FURNITURE REFINISHING
moved. Insured • Call
COMPITITIVI PINIC65 Prop By IL See Our Ctleeiley •
•
753-0211.
WET BASEMENT? We • 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
make wet baseMents 1.
•
•
•
•
•ft••
•••••••••9• •
dry. Work completely
/guaranteed. Call or
'write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
142001 or call 1-442-7026.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
,WTLL haul white, rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
OFFERING:
masonary sand. coal.
Automobile
Met, gravel, fill sand.
Homeowners
Call Roger Hudson,
Fire
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Life
•Term
•Universal Life
•Guarantesl Issue
For Free Analysis 14 Quotes •Sonior Citizens
Cancer
4011 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRAs
*Farming

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

FARM
LUMBER
.*Boxing

*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

JERRY ATKINS.& ASSOC.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
•
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Financing Available Phone 753-8407

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1099

PRE-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE!!!
"Jackie doesn't want to count all this so he's
lowering his
•

r‘
ya

5/8"PARTICLE 41
:ti
BOARD
.441P'e

Already Low

(.1

$4.25
Per

Discbunt Prices"

-..•

Sheet!

)W kowiNG
"op

BLACKBOARD

t, 19e

5

40,1:
#Per:
Linear

Per Sheet!

WOOD

pRE-FoRM

COUNLEiRniTatOPS
111)

!A7 299

4o

.0c

\E4\__

AqZ

J.,

*z-

\\I".

covii,30000
s2slotao

\zik.„N„.44
\
:
:95/00 taL.,t1ED

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

Murray Tailor Shop is
not going out of
business. They are
open 8:30-4:30, Monday through Saturday.
Located under Frame
Village.

Ledger 8c Times

53. Services Offered

rtY

1978 CHEVROLET
pickup, V-8, automatic
PS. PB, and air. Nice.
call 753-8124 or 753-9181.
1980 DATSUN, 4x4
truck. Call 437-4645 .or
437-4816.
'69 GMC S.W.B., new
tires and paint, excellent condition. Call 7533293.
'79 CHEVROLET' 4x4.
sharp. Call 474-2391.
'79 FORD custom pickup. new rebuilt 6 cyl.,
excellent gat mileage.
automatic, ps, pb, amfm stereo, air. 759-4018.
'84 CHEVY Silverado.
-loaded, 26,000 miles.
*************************v
Call 753-8555.
t474 FORD window van,
6 cyc. stick shift. Call *.
759-9512 or 753-0366.
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ROLLED
ROOFING
651b

$3•99

,
Per Rnll

WiNDOw
SASHES
$2•00Each

LIMITED SUPPLIES!!
:-ALE ENDS JULY 11S111,
SEDALIA Y
247-2589
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30
Sat. 7:30-Noon
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'New Collar Americans needed
WASHINGTON (AP) — Between blue-collar workers and
the much talked-about "yuppies" lies a large and crucial
group of "new collar
Americans" who may decide
future elections.
So says University of
Massachusetts professor Ralph
Whitehead Jr., who told
Democratic Party leaders
Wednesday that they should
target this untapped group of
under 45-year-old voters who
defy, traditional labels.
"I think these people can be to

the 1980s what blue-collar
workers were to the '408 and
'50s, and many of them are the
sons and daughters of those
blue-collar workers," said
Whitehead, who has been a consultant to Democratic
candidates. .
Whitehead described this
group to the Democratic NaAtonal Committee's Policy Commission, a 100-member panel
formed to look for new ways for
the party to improve its
presidential election prospects.
Democratic National Committee Chairman Paul Kirk said

OBITUARIES
J.B. Hardeman, Jr., dies at hospital
John B. Hardeman, Jr., 70,
Highland Drive, Mayfield, died
Wednesday at 5 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
had been ill for about 1% years.
He had retired as foreman
with Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield. after working there
for 43 years. He was a.member
and elder of Seventh and College
Church of Christ there.
Born Nov. 14, 1914, he was the
son of John B. Hardeman, Sr.,
who died Feb. 23, 1963, and
Celeste Patterson Hardeman
who died June,17. 1885.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Margaret Parks
Hardeman; one daughter, Mrs.
Hayes (Jenny Lynn) Grubbs,

Austin, Texas; one son, John
Gregory Hardeman, an attorney, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Peter
Hardeman, Kent Hardeman and
Gus Grubbs.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. J.R. (Louise) Watson, Murray, Mrs, Paul
(Frances) Taylor, Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Nolan (Billie)
Russell, Mayfield; two brothers,
Dr. James A. Hardeman,
Greensboro, N.C., and Thomas
Patterson Hardeman, Sarasota,
Fla.
Roberts Funeral Home of
Mayfield will be in charge of
funeral and burial
arrangements.

•
Whitehead had described "a
major element of the body
politic."
Whitehead said this group he
calls "new collars" makes up 15
percent of adult America and is
neither liberal nor conservative,
Democrat nor Republican
Much of this group works at new
jobs in the nation's emerging
service economy.
They are not upper management or professional
types, like the young urban professionals dubbed "yuppies" in
last year's campaign, but they
don't work at physical labor like
traditional blue-collar workers.
The higher-paid yuppies, often
accused of selfish materialism,
are outnumbered by more than
six-to-one by their less-affluent
contempories, he said.
The "new collars" generally
have a family income of $20,000
to $40,000, and usually have
children, he said.
Half are females. Whitehead
said the group's characteristics
Include placing a premium on
leisure pursuits, and on family.
They are heavy television watchers. They are not strictly
members of the post-World War
II generation, some being a bit
older, but are influenced by the
baby-boom culture.
Their wants, he said, include
lower interest rates for home
mortgages, good day care, tax
breaks, good schools, aid for
their children's college education, and a good environment.
° "The new collars voted over-

whelmingly for Ronald Reagan
in 1984," Whitehad said in a written statement_ .'-'Their current
view of the president's economic
leadership is pretty much what
it was a year ago: so far, so

good."
Reagan's tax reform plan
may have been aimed at them
but doeqn't really help them, he
said, presenting Democrats with
an opportunity to pose their
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UNCLE

DONUT SHACK
Special
Fish sandwich, french fries, "cole slaw,
choice of 2 vegetables and medium drink.

to
to
Cherttnut St.

alternative.
"They are indeed up for
grabs," he said. "I sense there is
daylight in America' for
Democrats, but we've got to run
for it."

JEFF'S
t•I za▪ DISCOUNT
—=

$2.85

FiPHARMACY

%alter Mehr

Pharmacist-Owner

KEEP ACCURATE, COMPLETE RECORDS
for insurance & taxes
DRUG to DRUG interaction checking —
PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGY checking
REFILL PRESCRIPTICti FROM 'TOUR he-,11
=---EE
( bottle not needed
5. 'EVEN FASTER SERVICE ,
at tne SAME LOW PRICES

753-6034

'
- *We can transfer

E your prescription,
from any store,

Cavalier
4 Door

B. quickly and .easily,
without any hassles.

*17972 per month
'Based on 48 month closed end lease plus
tax, license
and title fees.

ME

DWAIN
2t h St.
Murray, K y.
TAYLOR
502-753.2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

-

try UNCLE JEFF DISCOUNT PHARMACYgg
we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
phone 753-7688
home 759-4703

WALTER MEHR
pharmacist ,owner
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J.T. Bonner's
services today
Graveside services for J.T.
Bonner are today at 2 p.m. at
Barnett Cemetery. The Rev.
Layne Shanlilin is officiating.
Pallbearers are Junior Pitt-.
man,Camon Baker, Joe Walker,
Kelly Gene Woods, James Rose
and Bill Davis.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in 'charge of
arrangemefits.
Mr. Bonner, 64, Rt. 5, Murray,
died Tuesday _at 5:17 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Katharine Lovett Bonner;
two sons, Phillip Bonner, Memphis, Tenn., and David Bonner,
Rt. 1, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Ray Williams, Carlisle
County, Mrs. Bill, Stress, Lexington, and Mrs. Edwin Beach,
Almo; four brothers, Elmo Bonner and Max Bonner, Rt. 5, Murray, George Bonner, Jacksonville, Fla., and James R. Bonner, College Grove, Tenn.

JUST BECAUSE

IT'SYELLOW-DOESN'T
MEAN IT'S THESOUTH CENTRALBELL
YELLOWPAGES.
Before you give the green light,
make sure you're advertising in the
South Central Bell Yellow Pages. The
Real Yellow Pages.
Any ad can be yellow—but that
doesn't mean it's read.
The South Central Bell Yellow
Pages goes to just about everyone
who,has a phone—even newcomers
who could be your new customers.
It's the book people in Murray
count on for complete,reliable buying information.
And with 75 years of experience
behind them,.our representatives from
L.M. Berry & Company can show you
how to put the South Central Bell
Yellow Pages to work for your business.
So don't be confused. Make sure
you're advertising
in the Real
Yellow Pages
from South
Central Bell.

C.G. Osborn's
funeral today
The funeral for Clifton Guthrie
Osborn will be today at 4 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Horne, Hazel. John Dale will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will
be pianist.
Pallbearers will be Jacky
Hughes, James Alton, Wayne
Turner. Jerry Williams, Larry
Curd and Hardiraan Miller.
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Osborn, 71, died Tuesday
at 11:20 a.m. at his home, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Beauton Mitchell
Osborn; two daughters, Mrs.
Judy Warren, Hazel, and Mrs.
Nancy Gibson, Murray; two
sons, 'Bobby Osborn and Gary
Pat Osborn, Rt. 2, Hazel; one
sister, Mrs. Estelle Adams,
Murray; two brtothers, Hughie
_ Osborn and George Osborn, Rt.
2, Hazel; six grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Copeland's
rites are today
Final rites for Mrs. Ruby Iline
Copeland are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Cary
Puckettis officiating.
Pallbearers' are Joe M.
Rogers, Howard Henson, Edgar
Henson, Mike Swafford, Ronnie
Ashby and David Barnhill.
Burial will follow in,Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Copeland, 79, 844 South
Ninth St., Mayfield, died Tuesdayot Parkview Nursing Home,
Paducah. She was the wi4ow of,
Claude Copeiti...d.
She is survived by two sons, —
Kenneth Barnhill, Rt. 1, Murray, Coldwater community, and
Alton Barnhill, Mayfield; three
sisters; two brothers; four
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

•

South Central Bell
Yellow Pages
Pubt,SheO by BellSouth Ativertismg 6 PublISh.hg COrpOratIon
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